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I. STATEMENT OF THE CASE
A grand jury returned an indictment on March 1, 2017, charging appellant John Huckabay
(“Huckabay”) with the crime of Unlawful Killing or Possession of a Moose in violation of Idaho
Code (I.C.) § 36-1401(c)(3), § 36-1404(a)(2), “a Felony, committed as follows: That the Defendant,
JOHN A. HUCKABAY, on or about October 2nd, 2014, in the County of Kootenai, State of Idaho,
did unlawfully kill a cow moose by shooting said moose in a closed season and/or did unlawfully
possess said moose by gutting, quartering and/or transporting it without a tag; all of which is contrary
to” law. Clerk’s Record (“R.”), 21-22. An Idaho Department of Fish and Game Officer made
multiple, material, erroneous statements during his grand jury testimony. He testified that moose
are a trophy animal. Confidential Exhibits (“Conf. Exhs.”), p. 67, Transcript of Grand Jury
Proceedings (“GJ Tr.”), p. 36. Only a bull moose, which was not involved in the case, is a trophy
animal. See I.C. § 36-202(h). The officer also erroneously testified to the grand jury that Huckabay
was present when the moose was shot. Conf. Exhs., p. 71, GJ Tr., p. 54. He further erroneously
testified that Huckabay admitted to meeting with two other persons to shoot the moose and driving
up the road to the moose where it was shot. Id., p. 70, GJ Tr., p. 47-48.
Immediately after the testimony, the prosecutor stated to the grand jurors: “All right. That’s
the State’s evidence. I think it’s a fairly, for lack of a better term, a cut and dry case.” Conf. Exhs.,
p. 76, GJ Tr., p. 72. The deputy prosecutor then gave the grand jury instructions on the law. The
instructions did not include the element of “...a combination of number or species of wildlife” in
I.C. § 36-1401(c)(3). Id., p. 59, 76, GJ Tr., p. 5-6, 73. The deputy prosecutor concluded by repeating
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his personal opinion: “[S]o I think that the evidence is, frankly, overwhelming that this offense
occurred, and so I just wanted to point that out.” Id., p. 77, GJ Tr., p. 75.
Huckabay filed two motions to dismiss the Indictment. R. 46-143. The district court in part
determined that “there was insufficient evidence . . . Defendant shot or otherwise killed the moose
. . .. This lack of evidence does not require a dismissal of the Indictment, but may require an
amendment of the Indictment.” R. 232-233. The State filed a motion to amend the Indictment. R.
235-236. The State did not present the Amended Indictment to the grand jury; only a deputy
prosecuting attorney signed it. R. 243-244. The trial court granted the motion over Huckabay’s
objection. R. 311-317; Transcript on Appeal (“Tr.”), p. 3-4. The Amended Indictment accused
Huckabay of Unlawful Possession of a Wild Animal in violation of I.C. § 36-1401(c)(3), § 361404(a)(2). R. 243-244. The State alleged that Huckabay committed the offense “as follows: That
the Defendant . . . did unlawfully possess a wild animal with a single damage assessment of more
than one thousand dollars ($1,000.00), to-wit: by gutting, quartering and/or transporting a cow
moose in a closed season and/or without a tag . . . .” Id. The State omitted the phrase “a Felony”
from the Amended Indictment. Id.
The defense filed both a motion for reconsideration and a motion to dismiss the Amended
Indictment. R. 286-288, 386-388. On November 21, 2017, the district court issued a Memorandum
Decision and Order Denying Defendant’s Motions. R. 392-406.
On January 18, 2018, the district court conducted a pretrial conference and confirmed the
case for trial on February 6, 2018. R. 458. Late the following day, the Prosecutor’s Office served
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defense counsel with a Second Amended Indictment signed only by a deputy prosecuting attorney.
R. 577-578. This Second Amended Indictment accused Huckabay of Unlawful Possession of a Wild
Animal in violation of I.C. § 36-1401(c)(3), § 36-1404(a)(2), but it did not specify the manner in
which he possessed the wild animal and it did not include the phrase “a Felony.” Id. The
Prosecutor’s Office alleged that Huckabay committed the offense “as follows: That the Defendant
. . . did unlawfully possess a wild animal with a single damage assessment of more than one
thousand dollars ($1,000.00), to-wit: A cow moose in a closed season and/or without a tag . . . .” Id.
The Second Amended Indictment was prejudicial to Huckabay because it changed the State’s theory
too close to the trial date; was not issued by the grand jury; failed to allege the necessary elements
of the crime; was the product of false testimony; mis-stated the law; was tainted by prosecutorial
misconduct; and the facts alleged by the State at best supported a misdemeanor rather than a felony.
R. 496-523. The trial court, however, allowed the Second Amended Indictment and held the trial
date. R. 702-703; 730.
The case was tried to a jury under the Second Amended Indictment on February 6 and 7,
2018. The trial court rejected several proposed defense jury instructions in favor of the State’s jury
instructions, thereby omitting an essential element of the offense from I.C. § 36-1401(c)(3); failing
to instruct on the statutory definition of unlawful possession in I.C. § 36-502(b); failing to instruct
that the State must prove a taking as defined in I.C. § 36-202(I); and failing to instruct the State must
prove that Huckabay knew that the animal had been taken or killed in a closed season or without a
valid tag. Tr., p. 444-454. By so doing, the court omitted three essential elements of the offense.
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The jury returned a guilty verdict. R. 668.
The trial court conducted a sentencing hearing on April 27, 2018. Tr., p. 26-53. Huckabay,
age 65, had no prior criminal history and no history of substance abuse. Confidential Documents
(“Conf. Docs.”), p. 1, 4, 8. The Bureau of Probation and Parole recommended that the district court
place Huckabay on probation and identified him as a candidate for a withheld judgment. Id. at p.
11. The trial court rejected the recommended withheld judgment. Tr., p. 47. Although the court
stated that “I really credit you for” all of the service to the community and to students that Huckabay
has provided over the years, the court effectively did not give Huckabay any credit for that service.
Tr., p. 49-51. Instead, the trial court imposed a prison sentence of one year fixed, one year
indeterminate, suspended for two years, together with a $25,000 fine, a $1,500 civil penalty, a $250
processing fee, and a three-year hunting license revocation. Id. The court placed Huckabay on
probation, ordered him to serve 30 days of local incarceration to be completed within three months
of sentencing, and precluded him from work release. Id. Judgment was entered on May 8, 2018.
R. 715-718. The trial court denied Huckabay’s request to stay the incarceration pending appeal. R.
729.
Huckabay filed an Amended Notice of Appeal on May 29, 2018. R. 733. The appeal from
his conviction is timely. Idaho Appellate Rule 14(a).
II. ISSUES PRESENTED ON APPEAL
A. Does the possession of a single cow moose constitute a felony under I.C. § 36-1401(c)(3)?
B. Were the Indictments fatally deficient, thereby either failing to impart jurisdiction to the district
court or depriving Huckabay of due process?
4

C. Did prosecutorial misconduct before the grand jury invalidate the Indictment, deprive Huckabay
of due process, and deprive Huckabay of his right to an independent probable cause determination?
D. Were the district court’s instructions fatally deficient because they failed to include the essential
elements of the offense?
III. ARGUMENT
A.

A Combination of Numbers or Species, and Not the Possession of a Single Moose, is
Required to Constitute a Felony Violation of I.C. § 36-1401(c)(3).
1. A Single Moose Does Not Satisfy the Statutory Language for a Felony
Huckabay was charged and convicted of the felony of unlawful possession of a wild animal

in violation of I.C. § 36-1401(c)(3). Throughout the prosecution, Huckabay asserted the unlawful
possession of a single cow moose is not a felony under I.C. § 36-1401(c)(3) because the statute
requires a “combination of numbers or species.” The legislative history of I.C. § 36-1401(c)(3), its
application by the Idaho Department of Fish and Game (“Fish and Game”), and the wording of other
provisions in Title 36 likewise support the conclusion that a felony requires more than the possession
of a single cow moose.
The interpretation of a statute is a question of law over which this Court exercises free
review. McLean v. Maverik Country Stores, Inc., 142 Idaho 810, 813, 135 P.3d 756, 759 (2006);
State v. Yager, 139 Idaho 680, 689, 85 P.3d 656, 665 (2004). “‘The objective of statutory
interpretation is to give effect to legislative intent.’” State v. McKean, 159 Idaho 75, 79, 356 P.3d
368, 372 (2015) (quoting State v. Yzaguirre, 144 Idaho 471, 475, 163 P.3d 1183, 1187 (2007)).
Review of a statute begins with the literal words of the statute giving the words their plain, usual,
and ordinary meaning and the statute must be construed as a whole. McLean v. Maverik Country
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Stores, Inc., 142 Idaho at 813, 135 P.3d at 759. A court must give “‘effect . . . to all the words of the
statute if possible, so that none will be void, superfluous, or redundant.’” Yzaguirre, 144 Idaho 471,
475, 163 P.3d 1183, 1187 (2007) (quoting State v. Mercer, 143 Idaho 108, 109, 138 P.3d 308, 309
(2006)). When analyzing I.C. § 36-1401(c)(3), the district court failed to follow these requirements.
I.C. § 36-1401(c),which creates a felony, reads in pertinent part as follows:
3. Unlawfully killing, possessing or wasting of any combination of numbers or
species of wildlife within a twelve (12) month period which has a single or combined
reimbursable damage assessment of more than one thousand dollars ($1,000), as
provided in section 36-1404, Idaho Code. (emphasis added).
The word “combination” is not defined in Title 36 so its commonly understood, everyday meaning
is used. See State v. Larsen, 135 Idaho 754, 757, 24 P.3d 702, 705 (2001). Merriam-Webster defines
“combination” as “an act of combining two or more things; a result or product of combining two or
more

things

or

people.”

MERRIAM-WEBSTER,

http://www.merriam-

webster.com/dictionary/combination. Hence, I.C. § 36-1401(c)(3) requires more than one animal
or species to provide the predicate for a felony. The district court completely ignored the phrase “any
combination of numbers or species of wildlife ...” when it ruled the unlawful possession of a moose
“is always a felony because [of] the reimbursable damage assessment...” R. 393, 396-398. The
district court gave effect to only half the subsection. When drafting the statute, the legislature used
the plural “numbers” in addition to the word “combination.” The clause “any combination of
numbers or species” loses its effect if unlawful possession of a single animal qualifies as a felony.
Such an interpretation also creates an inconsistency with the language of other sections of Title 36.
This Court has recognized that “[w]here a statute with respect to one subject contains a
6

certain provision, the omission of such provision from a similar statute concerning a related subject
is significant to show that a different intention existed.” State v. Yager, 139 Idaho at 690, 85 P.3d
at 666. The phrase “one (1) or more” appears in other sections of Title 36. See I.C. § 36-111(c), §
36-406(g), § 36-1101(b)(1), § 36-2002, § 36-2302. These statutes are evidence the legislature uses
the phrase “one (1) or more” when it intends a single item to satisfy the statute. The fact the
legislature used “combination” instead of “one (1) or more” in I.C. § 36-1401(c)(3), is a clear
indication it intended that possession of one animal would not violate the statute. The definition of
“combination” cannot be construed to mean one plus zero in I.C. § 36-1401(c)(3) when in other
sections of Title 36 the legislature used the modifier “one (1) or more” to describe when the
legislature meant for a single item to satisfy the statute.
Courts must construe statutes under the assumption that the legislature knew all the other
statutes in existence at the time the statute was passed. Twin Lakes Canal Co. v. Choules, 151 Idaho
214, 218, 254 P.3d 1210, 1214 (2011). This Court has observed that “‘[t]he legislature in passing
a statute is presumed to have in mind the law that exists at the time the legislature enacts the
statute.’” Doe v. Doe, 158 Idaho 614, 619, 349 P.3d 1205, 1210 (2015) (emphasis in original)
(quoting Idaho Mut. Ben. Ass'n v. Robison, 65 Idaho 793, 799, 154 P.2d 156, 159 (1944)).
2. Fish and Game Enforcement Records of I.C. § 36-1401(c)(3) Indicate the Statute is
Ambiguous Contrary to the District Court’s Interpretation
The district court ruled that I.C. § 36-1401(c)(3) is unambiguous. R. 402-403. When
Huckabay subsequently asked the district court to instruct the jury using the actual language of I.C.
§ 36-1401(c)(3), the court refused the proposed instruction because “it would just confuse the jury
7

to go to the multiple animals within a 12-month period. That’s an issue for appeal.” Tr., 445.
During pretrial motions, the defense presented evidence that Fish and Game pursued a misdemeanor
charge for nearly all of the violations involving the unlawful possession of a single moose. R. 252270; 327-365. This evidence also includes charges in Kootenai County. R. 263-270; 327-365.
In response to a subpoena duces tecum, Fish and Game provided arrest and warning records
for all Title 36 violations between 1999 and 2016 involving a moose. R. 217-222, 252-262. The
information is divided into columns: the first column designates whether the incident resulted in an
arrest (“A”) or a warning (“W”); the second column provides the offense date; the third column
identifies the county in which the offense occurred; the fourth column identifies the species involved;
the fifth column lists the title of the ordinance code cited by Fish and Game; and the sixth column
provides the statute’s number with an additional “Fel” if a felony was charged. Id.
An agency’s conduct is the best evidence of its interpretation of a statute. The information
provided by Fish and Game indicates taking or killing a single moose out of season is charged almost
always as a misdemeanor. Among the 238 separate moose arrests documented by Fish and Game
between 1999 and 2016, only 35 involved felony charges. R. 252-262; See Addendum (“Add.”) ,
p. 1-11 for highlighted felony charges. The other 203 charges involving a moose were
misdemeanors. Moreover, the records reflect that Fish and Game used the phrase “two or more big
game” in each instance where a felony was charged under I.C. § 36-1401(c)(3). Id.. This data
provides persuasive evidence that members of the agency interpreted I.C. § 36-1401(c)(3) to require
two or more big game animals to charge a felony. At a minimum, the agency’s records establish that
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reasonable, informed persons can, and do, interpret I.C. § 36-1401(c)(3) to mean that an offense
involving only one moose or other big game animal constitutes a misdemeanor and it takes two such
animals to charge a felony.
The district court brushed aside the defense argument that the statutory scheme apparently
is ambiguous by stating that the evidence of the agency’s practice “merely means that the law has
been misapplied and the specifically applicable statutory subsection was impermissibly ignored or
missed.” R. 402. The court ruled that the unlawful possession of a moose “is always a felony
because the reimbursable damage assessment for a moose is over the $1,000 felony threshold.” R.
393. Under the district court’s analysis, numerous trained officers with the agency that is charged
with enforcing the law have been misinformed or deliberately ignoring the law. Such a troubling
conclusion, that numerous officers are poorly trained or lack integrity, should cause great concern
if accurate. Fortunately, more compelling explanations exist for the officers’ pattern of enforcement:
I.C. § 36-1401(c)(3) does not make the unlawful possession of a single moose a felony or the
statutory scheme is sufficiently ambiguous to cause confusion among reasonable officers. The
related statutes and the legislative history of I.C. § 36-1401(c)(3) support these explanations.
3. District Court’s Interpretation Creates a Conflict Between Statutes
Two sections of the Idaho Code, I.C. § 36-1401(c)(3) and I.C. § 36-1402(c), explicitly relate
to killing or possessing moose. A third section, I.C. § 36-502(b), creates a misdemeanor offense for
unlawful possession of a single animal or other wildlife protected by Title 36. The legislature
enacted a misdemeanor penalty for killing or possessing one moose in I.C. § 36-1402(c). The
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relevant portion of the statute states:
Any person ... convicted of a misdemeanor under the provisions of this title
or rules ... shall ... be fined in a sum of not less than twenty-five dollars ($25.00) nor
more than one thousand dollars ($1,000) and/or by commitment to jail for not more
than six (6) months. The minimum fine, per animal ... for the illegal taking, illegal
possession or the illegal waste of the following animals ... shall be as indicated as
below: Bighorn sheep, mountain goat and moose $500 .... (emphasis added)
I.C. § 36-1401(c)(3) is ambiguous if it is viewed as making it a felony to unlawfully kill or
possess a single moose because I.C. § 36-1402(c) provides a misdemeanor penalty for that crime.
An examination of related statutes and the legislature's actions show that the legislature never
intended the killing of a single moose to constitute a felony. Any violation of Title 36 is a
misdemeanor "except where an offense is expressly declared to be an infraction or felony." I.C. §
36-1401 (b ). The legislature has designated misdemeanors as the default Fish and Game offense.
Felonies are explicitly defined in I.C. § 36-1401, and unless there is a clear statement otherwise, the
crime is a misdemeanor. 1 If unlawful possession of a single moose always constitutes a felony, the
legislature would not have established a misdemeanor penalty in I.C. § 36-1402(c).
Additional evidence of the legislative intent that a single moose would qualify only for a
misdemeanor charge is found in I.C. § 36-1402(e), which reads in pertinent part:
"Provided further, that the magistrate hearing the case shall forthwith revoke the
hunting, fishing, or trapping privileges for a period of not less than one ( 1) year for
any of the following offenses: 1. Taking or possessing ... any big game animal
during closed season." I.C. § 36-1402(e) (emphasis added).

1

If anydoubt exists about the meaning ofl.C. § 36-1401(c)(3), the rule oflenity applies and
the statute must be interpreted in favor of the defendant. State v. Bradshaw, 155 Idaho 437,440,313
P.3d 765, 768 (Ct. App. 2013).
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A moose is a big game animal. I.C. § 36-202(h)(5). If possessing big game during the closed
season was a felony, a magistrate would not have jurisdiction. The fact that the legislature’s title for
I.C. § 36-1404 includes the phrase “Assessments by magistrates- -” is further evidence that the
reimbursable value statute applies to misdemeanors.
When the language of provisions in two statutes appear to conflict, this Court can engage in
statutory interpretation in an effort to resolve the possible conflict. See Hestead v. CNA Supply, 152
Idaho 575, 580, 272 P.3d 547, 552 (2012). This Court has observed that “[i]t is a fundamental law
of statutory construction that statutes that are in pari materia are to be construed together, to the end
that the legislative intent will be given effect.” State v. Yager, 139 Idaho at 689-90, 85 P.3d at 66566. “Statutes are in pari materia if they relate to the same subject.” City of Sandpoint v. Sandpoint
Indep. Highway District, 139 Idaho 65, 69, 72 P.3d 905, 909 (2003). When the relevant statutes are
construed together, they compel the conclusion that unlawful possession of a single moose is a
misdemeanor and possession of a combination of species or numbers of wildlife qualifies as a felony.
4. Legislative History Shows a Single Animal Does Not Constitute a Felony
“If the language of the statute is capable of more than one reasonable construction it is
ambiguous. An ambiguous statute must be construed to mean what the legislature intended it to
mean.” State v. Yzaguirre, 144 Idaho at 475, 163 P.3d at 1187 (internal citations omitted). The
evidence shows that numerous Fish and Game officers have a different reasonable construction of
I.C. § 36-1401(c)(3) than the district court’s interpretation. R. 252-270; 327-365. This Court can
look to legislative history to determine what the legislature meant by the language of the statute.
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Yzaguirre, at 475, 163 P.3d at 1187; Carrier v. Lake Pend Oreille Sch. Dist., 142 Idaho 804, 807–08,
134 P.3d 655, 658–59 (2006).
The legislature drafted I.C. § 36-1401 in 1976.

The section read in its entirety:

“VIOLATIONS A MISDEMEANOR. Any person who shall violate any of the provisions of this
title or regulations promulgated pursuant thereto, except where an offense is expressly declared to
be a felony, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor.” R. 51. In 1992, the legislature enacted I.C. § 361401(c)(3). R. 56-61. At that time, the legislature amended I.C. § 36-1401 to provide misdemeanor
penalties, to provide felony penalties, and to amend I.C. § 36-501 to strike the reference to a felony
violation. R. 56. The language that the legislature struck from I.C. § 36-501 read: “Any person who
pleads guilty to or is found guilty of two (2) or more violations of the provisions of this section,
occurring within five (5) years . . . shall be guilty of a felony . . . .” R. 61 (emphasis added).
Upon removing the language in I.C. § 36-501 that made it a felony to commit two or more
violations in five years, the legislature enacted I.C. § 1401(c)(3). R. 58. Pursuant to the new
subsection, a person committed a felony by “unlawfully killing, possessing or wasting of any
combination of numbers or species of wildlife which has a single or combined reimbursable damage
assessment of more than one thousand dollars ($1,000), as provided in section 36-1404.” R. 58.
Subsection (c)(4) of the revised statute also made it a felony when there is a “conviction within five
(5) years of three (3) or more violations. . . . Id.
The House Resource and Conservation Committee notes from January 29, 1992, and
February 25, 1992, support the conclusion that the legislature intended to require multiple animals
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to qualify for a felony. R. 62-66. A committee member explained that the amended law “will cause
certain repeat offenses to be felonies.” R. 63 (emphasis added). A committee chairman asked if
a person in one instance had three or more violations would that person be charged with a felony?
R. 65. The response was “that in certain isolated cases this would be the case.” Id.
In 1997, the legislature further amended I.C.§ 36-1401(c)(3) to include the words “within a
twelve (12) month period.” R. 67-72. Bill Goodnight, Idaho Wildlife Federation, is credited with
stating the following during a meeting on February 21, 1997: “It is not the intention of the legislation
to add punishment to those individuals making stupid hunting mistakes . . . . A person can kill an
elk accidentally, but he cannot kill two elk accidentally. In the case of a fishing violation, an angler
could accidentally take seven, instead of six, but he cannot accidentally take thirteen.” R. 74.
A review of the legislative history for I.C. § 36-1404 also sheds light on the issue because
I.C. § 36-1401(c)(3) explicitly refers to that section and the State included a citation to both statutes
in all three versions of the Indictment. The legislature enacted I.C. § 36-1404 as a new section in
1978. R. 77-78. The purpose of section 1404 was to “provid[e] for reimbursement to the State for
the value of certain animals unlawfully taken, killed or possessed . . . .” R. 77. The original
reimbursement value for a moose was $500. R. 77. When I.C. § 36-1401(c)(3) was enacted in 1992,
the values of animals were as follows: “ 1. Elk, five hundred dollars ($500) per animal killed,
possessed or wasted. 2. Caribou, bighorn sheep, mountain goat and moose, one thousand dollars
($1,000) per animal killed, possessed or wasted.” R. 79 (emphasis added).
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I.C. § 36-1401(c)(3) requires a “reimbursable damage assessment of more than one thousand
dollars ($1,000), as provided in section 36-1404.” (Emphasis added). The 1992 values of animals
establish that it always would require more than one animal to achieve a damage assessment of more
than $1,000. This is consistent with the “combination of numbers or species of wildlife” provision
in the statute. When enacted in 1992, the offense would have had to involve at least two animals to
reach a value above the felony threshold.
Not until 1999 did the legislature amend I.C. § 36-1404 to raise the reimbursable damages
for caribou, bighorn sheep, mountain goat and moose to $1,500. R. 81-83. The stated purpose of
the amendment was “to increase the reimbursable damages for illegally taken, possessed or wasted
wildlife and to make a technical correction.” R. 81. Through the amendment, the law “will catch
up with inflation on penalties.” R. 87. Neither the stated purpose of the amendment nor the
legislative history gave any indication that the legislature meant to change a violation involving a
single moose, caribou, bighorn sheep, or mountain goat from a misdemeanor to a felony. “The
legislature is presumed not to intend to overturn long established principles of law unless an
intention to do so plainly appears by express declaration or the language employed admits of no other
reasonable construction.” McCann v. McCann, 138 Idaho 228, 236, 61 P.3d 585, 593 (2002).
The legislature has amended I.C. § 36-1402 five times since 1999. Add. p. 14. In 2015,
fifteen years after the reimbursable damage value for a moose was increased to $1,500, the
legislature did not disturb the misdemeanor penalty for the illegal taking or possession of moose in
I.C. § 36-1402. Add. p. 19-21. The legislature undoubtedly was aware of the misdemeanor penalty
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for a moose or the other big game animals because the paragraph containing the misdemeanor
penalty was renumbered as a part of the 2015 amendment. Add. p. 19. In 2016, the legislature
amended I.C. § 36-1402 in a detail-oriented manner. The legislature was so careful to the degree
that it included the addition of one comma in the statute and it added a reference to a single
paragraph of a related section of the code. Add. p. 27 Nothing in the legislature's amendments
suggests it believed illegally killing or possessing a single moose was no longer a misdemeanor.
If the legislature intended the killing and possession of a single moose to constitute a felony,
it would have been an easy matter to strike moose, mountain goats and bighorn sheep from the
animals subject to a misdemeanor penalty under I.C. § 36-1402(c). Moreover, in 2006, the
legislature amended I.C. § 36-1406 and extended the misdemeanor statute of limitations for
unlawfully taking or possessing "any big game animal" to five years. Add. p. 30. (Emphasis added.)
The legislative history ofl.C. § 36-1401 and related statutes shows that the legislature intended that
a felony would require multiple animals or species as a predicate.

5. Interpreting I.C. § 36-1401(c)(3) to Make Possession of a Single Animal a Felony
Causes the Statute to Become Unconstitutionally Vague
The actions by Fish and Game and the Kootenai County court records constitute evidence
that I.C. § 36-1401(c)(3) is void for vagueness as the State applied the statute to Huckabay. R. 252270; 327-365. "The void-for-vagueness doctrine is premised upon the Due Process Clause of the
Fourteenth Amendment to the United States Constitution." State v. Martin, 148 Idaho 31, 34,218
P.3d 10, 13 (Ct. App. 2009). Idaho's test for vagueness is to ask whether the statute gives reasonable
notice to enable ordinary people to understand what conduct the statute prohibits and "whether the
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statute provides sufficient guidelines for the exercise of discretion by those who must enforce the”
law. State v. Larsen, 135 Idaho 754, 756, 24 P.3d 702, 704 (2001). Accord, Martin, 148 Idaho at
34, 218 P.3d at 13 (due process requires “that the statute be worded in a manner that does not allow
arbitrary and discriminatory enforcement”). “The words of a statute alleged to be unconstitutionally
vague should not be evaluated in the abstract, but should be considered in reference to the particular
conduct of the defendant challenging the statute.” Larsen, 135 Idaho at 757, 24 P.3d at 705
(citations omitted).
Fish and Game’s own records and Kootenai County’s court records compel the conclusion
that those called to enforce the statute are not provided sufficient guidelines for when to charge a
felony or a misdemeanor. Fish and Game officers and prosecutors have applied the statute
differently when presented with similar factual circumstances, establishing that the statute is voidfor-vagueness as applied to Huckabay in violation of his constitutional right to due process. The
State charged Huckabay with a felony based on the same alleged conduct that resulted in a
misdemeanor charge against the vast majority of defendants. Cf. State v. Haggard, 146 Idaho 37,
40, 190 P.3d 193, 196 (Ct. App. 2008) (The equal protection clauses of the Idaho “and federal
constitutions embrace the principle that all persons in like circumstances should receive the same
benefits and burdens of the law.”).

The district court, by adopting the State’s erroneous

interpretation of I.C. § 36-1401(c)(3) and declining to dismiss the felony charge, exposed Huckabay
to a much harsher set of consequences than most persons who engaged in the same alleged conduct.
If a criminal statute is ambiguous, the statute must be construed in favor of the accused
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pursuant to the rule of lenity. State v. Bradshaw, 155 Idaho at 440, 313 P.3d at 768. The practical
interpretation that eliminates any uncertainty and unconstitutional vagueness in I.C. § 36-1401(c)(3)
is: the unlawful possession of a single moose does not violate the statute. This interpretation gives
effect to the literal words of I.C. § 36-1401(c)(3), construes the language of the subsection as a
whole, and is consistent with the evolution of the statutory scheme as revealed by the legislative
history. The inclusion of the phrases “combination of numbers or species” and “within a twelve (12)
month period” reflect the legislative intent of using a felony to punish repeat violators.
If the State’s interpretation of I.C. § 36-1401(c)(3), rather than this practical interpretation
of the statute, is applied to Huckabay, the statute is unconstitutionally vague. Neither Huckabay nor
other ordinary individuals could reasonably know that the unlawful possession of a single moose
constitutes a felony. This point is bolstered by the district court’s determination that an instruction
using the language of the statute would confuse the jury. Such uncertainty would allow the
prosecutor or the Fish and Game officer in one county to charge a felony while in another county the
prosecutor or the officer would view the same conduct as only constituting a misdemeanor. The
uncertainty would expose persons to arbitrary enforcement in violation of due process.
B. The Charging Documents Were Fatally Deficient
1. Charging Document Must Establish Jurisdiction and Satisfy Due Process
Article I, section 8, of the Idaho Constitution states that “no person shall be held to answer
for any felony or criminal offense of any grade, unless on presentment or indictment of a grand jury
or on information of the public prosecutor.” State v. Jones, 140 Idaho 755, 757, 101 P.3d 699, 701
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(2004). The charging document is the instrument that confers subject matter jurisdiction on a court,
so whether a court has subject matter jurisdiction depends on whether the charging document is
legally sufficient. State v. Severson, 147 Idaho 694, 708, 215 P.3d 414, 428 (2009); State v.
Quintero, 141 Idaho 619, 622, 115 P.3d 710, 713 (2005). This Court has held that “[t]o be legally
sufficient, a charging document must meet two requirements: it must impart jurisdiction and satisfy
due process.” State v. Severson, 147 Idaho at 708, 215 P.3d at 428. Accord, State v. Schmierer, 159
Idaho 768, 367 P.3d 163, 165 (2016).
“Due process requires that an indictment be specific enough to ensure that the defendant has
a meaningful opportunity to prepare his defense and to protect the defendant from a subsequent
prosecution for the same act.” Severson, 147 Idaho at 709, 215 P.3d at 429. Accord, State v. Jones,
140 Idaho at 758, 101 P.3d at 702 (a charging document must meet “a host of due process
requirements . . . such as factual specificity adequate to ‘enable a person of common understanding
to know what is intended’ and to shield against double jeopardy.”) (quoting State v. Grady, 89 Idaho
204, 208-09, 404 P.2d 347, 349-50 (1965)). Whether a charging document conforms to the law is
an issue subject to free review. State v. Quintero, 141 Idaho at 621, 115 P.3d at 712.
2. The Indictments Did Not Charge a Felony or Confer Jurisdiction
None of the three indictments in this case imparted jurisdiction in the district court because
each of them failed to allege that the offense involved a “combination of numbers or species of
wildlife” as required to constitute a felony pursuant to I.C. § 36-1401(c)(3). Instead, each of the
indictments alleged that the offense involved a single moose.
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In State v. Hughes, 161 Idaho 826, 392 P.3d 4 (Ct. App. 2014), the Court of Appeals
explicitly stated: “In order to state the essential facts of an I.C. § 36–1401(c)(3) violation, the
prosecutor must allege that the defendant unlawfully killed, possessed, or wasted any combination
of numbers or species of wildlife within a twelve-month period with a single or combined
reimbursable damage assessment of more than $1,000.” 161 Idaho at 832, 392 P.3d at 10. The
appellate court affirmed the dismissal by the district court of the felony count for unlawful
possession of wildlife in violation of I.C. § 36–1401(c)(3) and a second felony count as
“jurisdictionally deficient.” 161 Idaho at 828-29, 833, 392 P.3d at 6-7, 11. Although the facts of
Hughes are significantly different than the facts in Huckabay’s case, both defendants asserted pretrial
challenges to the failure of the charging documents to allege facts that are legally essential to
establishing a felony. See Id. at 829, 832-33, 392 P.3d at 10-11; R. 114-136, 156-163, 165-177, 271281, 311-316, 376-384, 496-519.
The State could not craft a valid indictment charging a felony against Huckabay because a
violation involving a single moose does not constitute a felony under I.C. § 36-1401(c)(3). A failure
to allege facts that constitute a crime under the statute prevents the charging document from
providing the court with jurisdiction. See State v. Olin, 153 Idaho 891, 893-94, 292 P.3d 282, 28485 (2013). Through its inability to allege facts in the indictments setting forth one of the essential
elements of I.C. § 36-1401(c)(3), specifically, the combination of two animals, the State failed to
charge a crime under the cited statute and thereby left the district court without subject matter
jurisdiction. The court should have granted Huckabay’s motions to dismiss the charge.
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3. The Indictments Failed to Satisfy Due Process By Omitting Essential Elements
Not only did the indictments fail to confer jurisdiction on the district court, they also failed
to satisfy due process. In State v. Olin, the court observed that this Court “has modified the
jurisdictional analysis by differentiating between due process issues and those involving jurisdiction.
Now, a charging document’s failure to state facts with specificity to support the charge or failure to
allege an essential element of the crime is not fatal to jurisdiction on challenges made after trial or
for the first time on appeal if the charging document cites to the applicable code section.” 153 Idaho
at 893-94, 292 P.3d at 284-85. Huckabay objected to the indictments prior to trial. R. 114-136, 156163, 165-177, 271-281, 311-316, 376-384, 496-519. This Court should review the district court’s
denial of Huckabay’s objection to the legal sufficiency of the indictments. State v. Jones, 140 Idaho
at 758, 101 P.3d at 702. The absence of essential elements in the indictments, particularly he Second
Amended Indictment on which Huckabay was tried , is fatal to the prosecution.
An indictment must do more than simply state the offense charged; the document must also
clearly indicate the facts giving rise to the offense or the means by which the defendant committed
the alleged crime. State v. Severson, 147 Idaho at 709, 215 P.3d at 429. “In order to state the
essential facts of an I.C. § 36–1401(c)(3) violation, the prosecutor must allege that the defendant
unlawfully killed, possessed, or wasted any combination of numbers or species of wildlife within
a twelve-month period with a single or combined reimbursable damage assessment of more than
$1,000.” Hughes, 161 Idaho at 832, 392 P.3d 10. None of the indictments charging Huckabay
satisfied the standard set by Hughes because they did not include the language “any combination of
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numbers or species of wildlife within a twelve-month period" or facts to set forth such an allegation.
The State vigorously contended that the language ofl. C. § 36-1401 (c)(3) clearly makes the unlawful
possession of a single moose a felony. R. 144, 148-150, 318, 320. If the State truly believed its
assertion, it would have had no reason to avoid using the statutory language in the Indictments.
On the eve of trial, over Huckabay's objection, the deputy prosecutor signed and filed a
Second Amended Indictment that alleged that Huckabay "did unlawfully possess a wild animal with
a single damage assessment of more than one thousand dollars ($1,000), to-wit: A cow moose in a
closed season and/or without a tag," in violation of LC.§ 36-1401(c)(3) and LC.§ 36-1404(a)(2).
R. 577-578 (emphasis added). This stripped down 2 Second Amended Indictment omitted an
additional essential element of the alleged felony offense. The legislature provided a specific
definition for "unlawful possession" in the context of the possession and transportation of wildlife.
LC. § 36-502(b) reads: "Unlawful Possession. No person shall have in his possession any wildlife
or parts thereof protected by the provisions of this title and the taking or killing of which is
unlawful." 3 Title 36 also includes a definition of"take," which "means hunt, pursue, catch, capture,
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Facts describing the nature of the conduct disappeared both times the indictment was
amended. The allegations in the original indictment that Huckabay killed, shot, gutted, quartered
and transported the moose all disappeared in the amendments. R. 21-22, 243-244, 577-578. The
Second Amended Indictment was so different from the original Indictment Huckabay was deprived
of his right under Article 1, Section 8, of the Constitution to have a grand jury or judge determine
probable cause before having to undertake a defense at trial.
3

A violation of LC. § 36-502(b), which can apply to a single animal or parts of a single
animal that was taken or killed unlawfully, is a misdemeanor. See State v. Simpson, 13 7 Idaho 813,
814, 817, 54 P.3d 456, 457, 460 (Ct. App. 2002).
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shoot, fish, seine, trap, kill, or possess or any attempt to so do.” I.C. § 36-202(i).
“When the legislature has prescribed a specific definition of a term used in a particular statute
or group of statutes, it is that definition which governs in the enforcement of the subject statutes.”
State v. Paciorek, 137 Idaho 629, 634, 51 P.3d 443, 448 (Ct. App. 2002). I.C. § 36-1401(c)(3)
expressly requires “[u]nlawfully killing, possessing or wasting . . . of wildlife” to qualify as a felony
violation. Mere possession of specified wildlife with a value of more than $1,000 does not violate
the statute; the possession must be “unlawful.” In order to satisfy the element of unlawful
possession, an indictment must allege that wildlife was both possessed and unlawfully taken or
killed. The Second Amended Indictment failed to allege conduct by Huckabay that amounts to
“unlawful possession.” Specifically, that charging document failed to allege a taking, as defined by
I.C. § 36-202(i), to support the allegation of “did unlawfully possess” as defined by I.C. § 36-502(b).
Evidence that the Second Amended Indictment is deficient flows from the modification of
the original Indictment, which included an allegation that Huckabay unlawfully killed a moose by
shooting the moose in a closed season. If the State had introduced evidence that Huckabay shot the
moose, or that a coconspirator with Huckabay had shot the moose, in a closed season, the taking
requirement that would support “unlawful possession” would have been satisfied. The Prosecutor’s
Office included the allegation that Huckabay shot and killed the moose in a closed season because
the element that the moose was taken is essential to the felony charge. The State was unable to prove
that such an event occurred, however, and the court appropriately found that no probable cause
existed for the allegation that Huckabay shot the moose. R. 232-233. The State did not rely on an
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aiding and abetting theory. R. 233.
The Prosecutor’s Office deleted the allegation of shooting and killing the moose from both
amended indictments. R. 243-244, 577-578. The Amended Indictment alleged that Huckabay did
“unlawfully possess a wild animal . . . by gutting, quartering and/or transporting a cow moose in a
closed season and/or without a tag.” R. 243-244. When explaining the denial of the defense pretrial
motion to dismiss the Amended Indictment, the district court noted that the definition of “take” in
I.C. § 36-202(i) includes “possess”. R. 397. The trial court ruled that “a person can unlawfully
‘take’ (possess) wildlife when that wildlife is possessed without a tag or out of season. . . . It is
unlawful to ‘take’ (possess) wildlife out of season. I.C. § 36-1402(e), (f). It is unlawful to ‘take’
(possess) wildlife without the appropriate tag. I.C. § 36-409(c), (d). Thus, by allegedly gutting and
quartering and possessing the moose without a tag and out of season, Defendant allegedly unlawfully
possessed the moose.” Id.
Assuming arguendo the district court’s analysis is correct, the State undercut the court’s
reasoning to uphold the charging document by filing a Second Amended Indictment that deleted the
phrase “by gutting, quartering and/or transporting.” The Second Amended Indictment only makes
the most basic allegation that Huckabay “did unlawfully possess a wild animal . . . , to-wit: A cow
moose in a closed season and/or without a tag.” R. 577-578. This third version of the Indictment
did not include relevant facts supporting unlawful possession after a taking. State v. Severson, 147
Idaho at 709, 215 P.3d at 429 (an indictment must state the offense charged and “clearly indicate the
facts giving rise to the offense or the means by which the defendant committed the alleged crime.”);
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Idaho Criminal Rule 7 (b) (indictment must include "a plain, concise, and definite written statement
of the essential facts constituting the offense charged"). The State eliminated the facts setting forth
the means by which Huckabay allegedly possessed the moose because the it could not prove those
facts. 4 No witness testified to observing Huckabay actually possessing a moose.
LC. § 19-1409(2) requires that an indictment contain"[ a] statement of acts constituting the
offense in ordinary and concise language .... " The State did not allege any acts by Huckabay in the
Second Amended Indictment. Furthermore, the State did not allege any criminal knowledge or mens
rea in the Second Amended Indictment that necessarily would allow the conclusion that Huckabay
was aware that he had possession of a wild animal in an unlawful manner. After deleting the
allegation of "gutting, quartering and/or transporting" that appeared in the original Indictment and
the Amended Indictment, the State was left in the Second Amended Indictment with simply alleging
mere possession. Allegations of "closed season" and "without a tag" did not cure the failure to
allege any acts because neither allegation communicates any action by Huckabay.
The Second Amended Indictment omitted the taking element of unlawful possession. R.
577-578. The State stripped down the Second Amended Indictment to the bare allegation that
Huckabay unlawfully possessed a wild animal by possessing a moose. Reliance only on the term

4

Witnesses testified before the grand jury and at trial that they saw an intact moose hanging
on a truck belonging to someone other than Huckabay; that they saw someone other than Huckabay
in the driver's seat of the truck; that the driver said he had a tag; that Huckabay was outside the
truck; and that a butchered moose was located in a refrigerated unit at a property owned and
occupied by someone other than Huckabay. Conj. Exhs., p. 61-63, 70-71, GJ Tr., 11-13, 18-20, 48,
50-53; Tr., 193-94, 196, 199, 204-06, 246, 248-52, 264-65.
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“possess” in the definition of “take” in I.C. § 36-202(i) to establish that Huckabay “did unlawfully
possess” a moose is impermissible circular reasoning that eliminated an essential element of the
offense by equating unlawful possession to an unlawful taking by mere possession. This fallacy
would be an example of petitio principii or “begging the question,” where what is to be proved
already has been assumed. See Hughes, 161 Idaho at 832-33, 392 P.3d at 10-11 & n. 3.
In the Hughes decision, the Idaho Court of Appeals affirmed the dismissal of two felony
counts in violation of I.C. § 36-1401(c)(3) as jurisdictionally deficient after rejecting an analogous
argument by the State that relied on circular reasoning. Id. Similar to Huckabay, defendant Hughes
“contended that the State failed to set forth facts essential to establish the offenses charged.” Id. at
829, 392 P.3d at 7. The appellate court noted that “[b]ecause the information provides subject matter
jurisdiction to the district court, its jurisdictional power depends on the charging document being
legally sufficient to survive challenge. . . . If an alleged deficiency is raised by a defendant before
trial or entry of a guilty plea, the charging document must be found to set forth all facts essential to
establish the charged offense to survive the challenge.” Id. at 830, 392 P.3d at 8. The challenge in
Hughes focused on the interaction between I.C. § 36-1404(a), which increases the reimbursable
damage assessment for a mule deer from $400 to $2,000 where the defendant is convicted of a
flagrant violation involving a trophy mule deer, and I.C. § 36-1402(e), which enumerates six flagrant
violations. The sixth flagrant violation that I.C. § 36-1402(e) lists is “[a]ny felony violation provided
in section 36-1401, Idaho Code.”

The only flagrant violation that the State alleged was the

commission of a felony. Id. According to the State, “the status of the animal as a trophy mule deer”
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made the illegally killing or wasting of the trophy mule deer a per se felony. Id. at 831, 392 P.3d
at 9. Finding the State’s argument flawed, the appellate court explained that
the information makes a circular allegation. In order to allege the essential facts of
a felony, the prosecutor must plead a flagrant violation to invoke the trophy mule
deer higher reimbursable damage assessment. However, the prosecutor could only
allege that the flagrant violation was the felony itself. . . . If the information had
alleged that Hughes killed, possessed, or wasted the mule deer by one of the acts
enumerated in I.C. § 36-1402(e)(1-5), then the charged felony . . . would be
appropriate since the mule deer also qualified as a trophy animal . . . .
161 Idaho at 832-33, 392 P.3d at 10-11. Like the Court of Appeals in Hughes, this Court should
conclude that the Second Amended Indictment was jurisdictionally deficient because the State relied
on circular reasoning in a failed effort to establish the felony that Huckabay unlawfully possessed
a moose simply by alleging that he possessed the moose during a closed season and without a tag.
Under the concept of constructive possession, which the State included in its instructions to
the grand jury and the trial jury, the sparse allegations in the Second Amended Indictment could
encompass a scenario where Huckabay is unaware that his associate is unlawfully in possession of
a moose, that the season is closed, and/or that his associate lacks a valid tag. See Conf. Exhs., p. 59,
GJ Tr., 6; Tr., p. 442-43; R. 661. The State failed to allege in the Second Amended Indictment that
Huckabay knew that the season was closed, that his associate lacked a valid tag, or that his associate
otherwise had taken the animal by unauthorized means. The State has the burden of proving each
element of the charged offense beyond a reasonable doubt. See State v. Eliasen, 158 Idaho 542, 546,
348 P.3d 157, 161 (2015). The State did not introduce evidence showing that Huckabay ever had
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actual possession of a moose. 5
The sparse factual allegations in the Second Amended Indictment also left the charging
document without an allegation of sci enter that most felony convictions require. In a case involving
convictions for possession of unlawfully taken elk under LC. § 36-502(b), the Court of Appeals held
that "[t]he statute is violated by the act of possession. It does not require that the perpetrator have
knowledge that the wildlife was taken unlawfully." State v. Simpson, 137 Idaho 813, 817, 54 P.3d
456, 460 (Ct. App. 2002). The court explicitly noted that LC. § 36-502(b) is a "misdemeanor
statute." Id. The opinion in Simpson cited in support an earlier decision by the Court of Appeals,
State v. Wimer, 118 Idaho 732, 800 P.2d 128 (Ct. App. 1990), which also "held that the offense of
taking an elk without a valid license, in violation of LC.§ 36-502, did not require proof of criminal
intent." Simpson, 137 Idaho at 816, 54 P.3d at 459. The court in Wimer likewise noted the offenses
were misdemeanors. 118 Idaho at 733, 737, 800 P.2d at 129, 133.
The State could have charged Huckabay with the misdemeanor of possession of a wild
animal in violation of LC. § 36-502(b), which essentially is a strict liability offense or an offense
requiring only the ordinary negligence of failing to confirm that the hunter took the animal in season,
5

Instead, the State's evidence proved that Robert "Bob" Cushman ("Cushman") had a dead
moose on his truck and later in his cold storage locker at his butcher facility. Tr., p. 203-205, p. 249252. Cushman, rather than Huckabay, would have been the person who needed to affix a valid tag
to the moose because the evidence showed that Cushman had the moose in his control and
possession. See LC. § 3 6-409(c), (d). Id. The State introduced evidence that Huckabay told civilians
who saw the moose on Cushman's truck that he had a tag, but did not introduce evidence
establishing that Huckabay knew that Cushman lacked a tag and that the season was closed on that
day. Tr., p. 213. One of the civilians testified before the grand jury that "Bob" said that he had a
tag. Conj. Exhs., p. 63, GJ Tr., p. 20.
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with a valid tag, and by using an authorized method. Although the State would have had to allege
and prove that someone had taken or killed the moose out of season or without a valid tag, the State
only would have had to allege and prove that Huckabay had actual or constructive possession of the
moose or some of its parts. Given the interpretation and application of I.C. § 36-502(b) by the Court
of Appeals in the Wimer and Simpson decisions, the State would not have had to allege or prove any
knowledge or mens rea on the part of Huckabay that someone had taken or killed the moose
unlawfully in a closed season, without a valid tag, or by an unauthorized hunting method.
In Huckabay’s case, however, the State chose to charge a felony. Criminal offenses that do
not require mens rea are generally disfavored. Liparota v. United States, 471 U.S. 419, 425-26
(1985). Embracing that principle of American justice, the legislature provided that for “every crime
or public offense there must exist a union, or joint operation, of act and intent, or criminal
negligence.” I.C. § 18-114. In the context of reviewing a conviction for misdemeanor vehicular
manslaughter involving ordinary negligence, the Court of Appeals explained that vehicular
manslaughter is a public welfare offense and Idaho courts have determined that the statute can be
reconciled with I.C. § 18-114. Haxforth v. State, 117 Idaho 189, 189-91, 786 P.2d 580, 580-82 (Ct.
App. 1990). The court stated that I.C. “§ 18-114 prescribes a general requirement for the mental
element of a crime; but the Legislature may vary this requirement in defining a particular offense,
subject to constitutional limits described below.” 117 Idaho at 190, 786 P.2d at 581. Quoting State
v. Curtis, 106 Idaho 483, 487-88, 680 P.2d 1383, 1387-88 (Ct.App. 1984), the court in Haxforth
observed this Court had recognized I.C. § 18-4006, the vehicular manslaughter statute, was
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“amended, in 1965, to create a separate category of involuntary manslaughter
involving the use of a motor vehicle. As to that type of manslaughter – and that type
only – the Legislature established criminal responsibility for conduct ‘without gross
negligence’ and prescribed a level of punishment less severe than that authorized for
felonies.”
Haxforth v. State, 117 Idaho at 190, 786 P.2d at 581. Addressing the constitutional limits of relying
on ordinary negligence to support a conviction, the Court of Appeals noted that courts in other
jurisdictions
“have distinguished between traditional common law offenses and ‘public welfare
offenses’ . . . . See, e.g., Morissette v. United States, 342 U.S. 246 (1952). Courts
have concluded that under certain circumstances, public welfare offenses, such as
traffic violations, need not contain a general criminal intent or criminal negligence
requirement in order to comply with the due process clause. Instead, the crimes can
be premised upon ordinary negligence, or in some instances, even strict liability. See,
e.g., Holdridge v. United States, 282 F.2d 302 (8th 1960). The proposition which
appears to emerge from these cases is that when a crime (a) does not find its roots in
the common law, (b) carries only a light penalty, (c) does not gravely besmirch the
offender’s character, and (d) embodies a rule of conduct with which compliance can
be reasonably expected, then the crime can be treated as a public welfare offense
requiring only ordinary negligence. Id. at 310.”
117 Idaho at 190-91, 786 P.2d at 581-82. Applying this test for satisfying the due process standard,
the Court of Appeals found that regulating the operation of motor vehicles does not have
“roots in the common law. Traffic laws are enacted for the benefit of the traveling
public and it is reasonable to expect compliance with these laws. Moreover,
vehicular manslaughter under subsection (c), being a misdemeanor, carries a
relatively minor penalty. . . . A conviction under this statute, although deeply
regrettable, does not gravely besmirch the defendant’s character. Therefore, . . . the
misdemeanor form of vehicular manslaughter . . . resembles more closely a public
welfare offense, and as such need not contain a criminal negligence requirement.”
Id. The due process analysis of the Court of Appeals in the Haxforth opinion is consistent with the
holdings in the Wimer and Simpson decisions. Like the misdemeanor vehicular manslaughter statute,
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unlawful possession of wildlife in violation of LC. § 36-502(b) does not have roots in common law.
The offense is a misdemeanor that has a "relatively minor penalty" that "does not gravely besmirch
a defendant's character." Huckabay was convicted of a felony, however, which carries a potential
heavy penalty including incarceration in state prison and significant collateral consequences
involving the loss of civil rights. LC. § 18-112; LC. § 18-310. Status as a convicted felon definitely
gravely besmirches a person's character. See Morissette v. United States, 342 U.S. at 260 ("[T]he
infamy is that of a felony, which . . . is '. . . as bad a word as you can give to a man or thing.'")
(quoting 2 Pollock & Maitland, History ofEnglish Law, 465) (footnote omitted).
In United States v. Wulff, 758 F.2d 1121 (6th Cir. 1985), the Sixth Circuit affirmed the
dismissal of an indictment that had charged the defendant with a felony violation of the Migratory
Bird Treaty Act ("MBTA") because the statute did not require proof of scienter for a conviction. Id.
at 1122. The appellate court held that the absence of a scienter requirement violated the due process
clause of the Fifth Amendment "because the felony penalty provision is severe and would result in
irreparable damage to one's reputation" and "the crime is not one known to the common law" so the
courts could not read a scienter requirement into a silent statute. Id. at 1122, 1124. 6 Similarly, due
process does not allow Huckabay to be convicted of a felony involving the possession of a moose
based on strict liability or ordinary negligence.

6

Mere possession does not connote criminal

The Sixth Circuit characterized as "severe" the maximum penalty of two years in prison and
a $2,000 fine. 758 F.2d at 1122-23. Huckabay faced a much more severe maximum penalty of five
years in prison and a $50,000 fine. LC. § 18-112.
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knowledge or scienter. 7 Instead, the State must allege and prove that Huckabay knew, or was grossly
(criminally) negligent not to know, that the moose he actually or constructively possessed had been
taken or killed during a closed season, without a valid tag, or by an unauthorized method. 8
None of the three versions of the Indictment conferred jurisdiction on the district court
because each version omitted at least one essential element needed to state a felony under the statute,
specifically that a combination of numbers or species of wildlife was involved in the offense within
a twelve-month period. Moreover, the Second Amended Indictment was legally insufficient because
the charging document was devoid of both language addressing three essential statutory elements
and supporting facts giving rise to the alleged offense or describing the means by which Huckabay
allegedly committed the offense. Specifically, this third version failed to include the essential
elements ( 1) that the offense involved a combination of numbers or species of wildlife within a
twelve-month period, (2) that an unlawful taking or killing of wildlife had occurred as a predicate
to unlawful possession, and (3) that Huckabay knew that the moose had been taken or killed during
a closed season, without a tag, or by an unauthorized method. By alleging that Huckabay unlawfully

7

Witnesses testified Huckabay and the driver of the truck, "Bob", stated that they had a tag.
Id.,p. 61-63, GJTr.,p.12-13, 14-15, 19-20, 104. ItispossiblethedriverofthetrucktoldHuckabay
that he had a valid tag and Huckabay believed him. A Fish and Game officer testified before the
grand jury that on the day of the alleged offense it was open season for bull moose. Conj. Exhs., p.
72, GJ Tr., p. 56. Another Fish and Game officer testified that the season for cow moose opened
within two weeks of the incident. Id., p. 76, GJ Tr., p. 72.
8

InLiparota v. United States, the U.S. Supreme Court interpreted "knowingly" in a criminal
statute involving food stamps to require mens rea to the extent that the defendant knew that he had
acquired or possessed food stamps through conduct that the statute or the administrative regulations
did not authorize. 471 U.S. at 420-21, 424.
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possessed a wild animal simply by possessing the animal, the State engaged in circular reasoning and
failed to set forth any acts or conduct by Huckabay that would constitute an offense. Furthermore,
the State failed to allege that Huckabay had the scienter necessary to support a felony conviction.
The district court erred by allowing the State to proceed to trial over defense objection on a legally
insufficient Second Amended Indictment.
C. Prosecutorial Misconduct Invalidated the Grand Jury Indictment
1. Prosecutor Twice Expressed His Personal Opinion About Sufficiency of Evidence
“To be legally sufficient, a charging document must meet two requirements: it must impart
jurisdiction and satisfy due process.” State v. Schmierer, 159 Idaho 768, 367 P.3d at 165 (quoting
State v. Severson, 147 Idaho 694, 708, 215 P.3d 414, 428 (2009)). “A challenge asserting the
charging document is jurisdictionally deficient is never waived and may be raised at any time,
including for the first time on appeal.” State v. Hoagland, 160 Idaho 920, 922, 382 P.3d 369, 371
(Idaho Ct. App. 2016)(citing State v. Jones, 140 Idaho at 758, 101 P.3d at 702).
Immediately after the final witness had testified, the prosecutor stated to the grand jurors:
“All right. That’s the State’s evidence. I think it’s a fairly, for lack of a better term, a cut and dry
case.” Conf. Exhs., p. 76, GJ Tr., p. 72. Then later the prosecutor repeated his personal opinion:
“[S]o I think that the evidence is, frankly, overwhelming that this offense occurred, and so I just
wanted to point that out.” Conf. Exhs., p. 77, GJ Tr., p. 75.
Idaho appellate courts repeatedly have recognized that “[i]t is improper for a prosecutor to
express a personal belief or opinion as to the truth or falsity of any testimony or evidence or as to the
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guilt of the defendant. State v. Pizzuto, 119 Idaho 742, 753, 810 P.2d 680, 691 (1991), cert. denied,
503 U.S. 908 (1992), overruled on other grounds, State v. Card, 121 Idaho 425, 825 P.2d 1081
(1991); State v. Garcia, 100 Idaho 108, 110, 594 P.2d 146, 148 (1979).” State v. Priest, 128 Idaho
6, 14, 909 P.2d 624, 632 (Ct. App. 1995). Likewise, “[e]very one of the federal circuit courts of
appeals is in agreement with the proposition that prosecutorial statements constituting a
representation of a personal belief as to the defendant’s guilt are improper.” United States v.
Haddon, 927 F.2d 942, 947-48 (7th Cir. 1991) (citations omitted). Accord, United States v. McKoy,
771 F.2d 1207, 1210-11 (9th Cir. 1985) (“The rule that a prosecutor may not express his personal
opinion of the defendant’s guilt or his belief in the credibility of witnesses is firmly established.”).
When a prosecutor engages in misconduct during a trial by expressing a personal opinion
about the credibility of the State’s witnesses and the guilt of the defendant, the defense counsel has
the opportunity to object to the prosecutor’s improper statement and the presiding judge can give a
corrective instruction to the jury in an effort to minimize the prejudice. The prosecutor’s expression
of his personal opinion about the credibility of the State’s witnesses and the guilt of the defendant
to a grand jury, however, has a powerful and lasting impact. No defense counsel or judge is present
in a grand jury proceeding to object or to give the grand jurors a corrective instruction. See State v.
Marsalis, 151 Idaho 872, 880, 264 P.3d 979, 987 (Ct. App. 2011) (Gutierrez, J., dissenting) (The
prosecutor’s role as a “minister of justice . . .is especially magnified in the context of a grand jury
proceeding, the very nature of which completely excludes a defendant and an impartial judge and
thus bestows the prosecutor with significant power.”). The prosecutor’s improper statements of
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personal opinion prejudiced Huckabay by depriving him of an independent evaluation of the
evidence and by depriving him of due process. The prejudicial impact of the misconduct is apparent
because the grand jury relied on the prosecutor’s opinion and returned an indictment the evidence
did not support. The State was forced to abandon some of the grand jury’s factual conclusions about
Huckabay’s conduct in the Amended Indictment and the Second Amended Indictment.
The primary purpose of a grand jury proceeding is to determine probable cause. State v.
Edmonson, 113 Idaho 230, 234, 743 P.2d 459, 463 (1987); I.C. § 19-1107; Idaho Criminal Rule
6.6(a). The Second Circuit explained that a grand jury holds an independent position with “...two
distinct roles. It serves as an accuser sworn to investigate and present for trial persons suspected of
wrongdoing. At the same time – and equally important – it functions as a shield, standing between
the accuser and the accused, protecting the individual citizen against oppressive and unfounded
government prosecution.” United States v. Hogan, 712 F.2d 757, 759 (2nd Cir. 1983). In the course
of reversing a conviction and remanding with instructions to dismiss, the court observed that
“[p]rosecutors presenting cases to grand juries are firmly subject to due process limitations and
bound by ethical considerations.” Id. at 758. The Second Circuit concluded: “Taking advantage of
his special position of trust, the AUSA impaired the grand jury’s integrity as an independent body.”
Id. at 762. Huckabay asked the trial court to deny the State’s motion to file the Second Amended
Indictment and to dismiss the Amended Indictment for multiple reasons to include flagrant
prosecutorial misconduct. R. 496-523, 568-570; Tr., p. 77, 690-696.
The district court did not address the deputy prosecutor’s misconduct before the grand jury.
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Tr., p. 86, 702-703. By foreclosing the independent evaluation of the evidence by the grand jury,
the State invalidated the grand jury proceeding. Huckabay was not indicted by an independent grand
jury and he did not receive a preliminary hearing on an information. See Idaho Constitution, Article
I, § 8. All three indictments were invalid and the district court lacked jurisdiction.
2. Fish and Game Officer Provided Erroneous Testimony to Grand Jury
A Fish and Game officer acknowledged at trial that a critical portion of his grand jury
testimony was not accurate. Tr., p. 274-277. The officer’s false grand jury testimony was: Huckabay
admitted he met with other individuals and drove to the moose and it was shot; Huckabay was
present when the moose was shot; and a moose is a trophy animal. GJ Tr., p. 39, 47-48; Conf. Exhs.,
p. 67, GJ Tr., p. 36. He testified before the grand jury that Huckabay was present when the moose
was shot even though Huckabay spoke to the officer during one recorded interview and no evidence
supported the officer’s testimony. Id.; Conf. Exhs., p. 70, GJ Tr., p. 48; Plaintiff’s Exhibit 5. He also
erroneously testified that Huckabay discussed meeting in the area to shoot the moose and driving up
the road to where the moose was located. Id., GJ Tr., p. 47-48. This officer only spoke with
Huckabay once and that interaction was recorded. Tr., p. 276. The recording does not include any
statement by Huckabay that would support the officer’s testimony. Plaintiff’s Exhibit 5. In addition,
this officer erroneously testified before the grand jury that moose are a trophy animal. Conf. Exhs.,
p. 67, GJ Tr., p. 36. Only a bull moose, which was not involved in the case, is a trophy animal. See
I.C. § 36-202(h). The prosecutor and the officer knew or should have known this testimony was
untrue and this erroneous statement of law should have been corrected. The testimony left the grand
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jury with the impression Huckabay made critical admissions and created the false impression the
moose was especially desirable and there would be a strong motive to break the law to shoot and
possess it.
In a case where a law enforcement officer provided inaccurate and misleading testimony to
a grand jury, the Idaho Court of Appeals stated that “the indictment must be dismissed if
prosecutorial misconduct in submitting illegal evidence was so egregious as to be prejudicial.” State
v. Marsalis, 151 Idaho at 876, 264 P.3d at 983. False testimony that Huckabay was present when
the moose was shot is highly prejudicial evidence in a presentation to the grand jury that does not
include any other civilian or law enforcement witnesses who testified that they saw Huckabay, or
anyone with Huckabay, in possession of a firearm or that they saw Huckabay or anyone with
Huckabay shoot a moose. Moreover, the deputy prosecutor asked questions that enhanced the
officer’s credibility with the grand jurors by eliciting testimony that the officer was a regional
supervisor and that he had worked for Fish and Game for nearly thirty years. Conf. Exhs., p. 66, GJ
Tr., p. 31. For such an experienced officer, his mistakes were inexcusable and prejudicial.
3. The Prosecutor Gave an Erroneous Instruction to Grand Jury
The first instruction to the grand jury did not list all of the elements in I.C. § 36-1401(c)(3)
and as stated in State v. Hughes, 161 Idaho at 832, 392 P.3d at 10. Conf. Exhs., p. 59, GJ Tr., p. 5-6.
The first instruction did not quote the statute, but the second instruction quoted I.C. § 36-1404
verbatim. The first instruction was designed to omit the statutory requirement of a combination of
numbers or species. This effort to hide the elements of the offense was an acknowledgment that the
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fact finders in the case would not indict if the elements of the offense were disclosed.
Probable cause exists only where a grand jury decides the evidence supports each element
of the offense. Without a proper jury instruction with the correct language from the statute, the grand
jury cannot make a proper determination of probable cause and the indictment cannot stand.
4. Misconduct Deprived Huckabay of Due Process and Prejudiced Him
In order to obtain a dismissal for most errors before the grand jury, the defense must show
that the prosecutor’s misconduct actually prejudiced the defendant. Bank of Nova Scotia v. United
States, 487 U.S. 250, 255-57 (1988); State v. Marsalis, 151 Idaho at 876, 264 P.3d at 983. The Idaho
Court of Appeals explained that “whether misconduct is so grievous as to be prejudicial and thus
require dismissal,” a “court must balance the gravity and seriousness of the misconduct against the
extent of the evidence supporting the indictment.” Id. Addressing this balancing test, this Court
stated that “[a]t one extreme, the misconduct can be so outrageous that regardless of the extent of
probable cause evidence, dismissal will be required. At the other extreme, the misconduct may be
so slight, that it becomes unnecessary to question the independent judgment of the grand jury. In the
middle of these extremes, the court must examine the totality of the circumstances to determine
whether the indictment should be dismissed.” State v. Edmonson, 113 Idaho at 237, 743 P.2d at 466.
If a “defendant does affirmatively prove prejudice, the court must dismiss.” Id.
Uniformly accepted law establishes the prosecutor’s statements of opinion to the grand jury,
including a statement that the evidence of guilt was “overwhelming,” was egregious misconduct.
The prejudice to Huckabay likewise is clear. The presentation of the case against Huckabay occurred
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on a single morning. Conf. Exhs., p. 59, 77, GJ Tr., 3, 75. After the prosecutor expressed his
personal opinion, the grand jury returned the Indictment the State drafted even though the State did
not present any evidence on several of the core allegations. The State implicitly has conceded it
failed to present evidence supporting these allegations by removing the allegations in the two
Amended Indictments. Absent the prosecutor’s statements, which essentially told the grand jurors
they need not waste much time evaluating the evidence in this “cut and dry case,” no reasonable
grand jury would have returned an indictment where no evidence was presented supporting core
allegations.
The deputy prosecutor did not present any evidence that Huckabay shot a moose, but the
grand jury found he did. In response to defense motions, the district court ruled that insufficient
evidence existed to support the allegation that Huckabay “shot or otherwise killed the moose.” R.
232-233. As a result of the court’s ruling, the Prosecutor’s Office filed an Amended Indictment that
deleted the allegation that Huckabay killed the moose but kept the allegation (with some
modification in wording) that Huckabay “did unlawfully possess a wild animal . . . by gutting,
quartering and/or transporting a cow moose in a closed season and/or without a tag . . . .” R. 243244. Defense counsel had prepared a strategy to defend Huckabay from these allegations at the jury
trial. The deputy prosecutor had not presented any evidence to the grand jury that Huckabay had
gutted or quartered the moose. Fish and Game officers found the moose hanging, gutted and
quartered in “a very nice commercial-looking butcher facility” on the property of Robert Cushman.
Conf. Exhs., p. 70-72, GJ Tr., 50-53, 55. One of the officers testified that “Bob” Cushman has been
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a butcher for many years and previously operated Cy’s Meats in Post Falls. Id., p. 70, GJ Tr., p. 50.
Cushman’s blue truck had a loading apparatus on the back. Id., GJ Tr., p. 48. Fish and Game began
its investigation upon receiving a report from two civilians who had encountered an older man who
identified himself as “Bob” sitting in the driver’s seat of a blue truck with an intact cow moose
hanging on an apparatus at the back of the truck. Id., p. 60-64, 67-68, GJ Tr., p. 9-14, 18-23, 38-39.
The civilians also encountered a man who readily identified himself as John Huckabay standing
outside Cushman’s truck. Id., p. 61-63, GJ Tr., p. 11-12, 18-19.
Cushman was an experienced butcher. Later the same day, Fish and Game officers located
a gutted and quartered moose in Cushman’s commercial-looking butcher facility. The State did not
offer any evidence that Huckabay gutted and quartered the moose or that he has experience at
butchering large animals. The only inference that the grand jury reasonably could draw from the
evidence is that Cushman, rather than Huckabay, gutted and quartered the moose.
After the pretrial conference, the State apparently recognized it lacked evidence to support
the core allegations in the Amended Indictment and moved to file a Second Amended Indictment
that deleted the allegations that accused Huckabay of “gutting, quartering and/or transporting” the
moose. This second amendment, after the pretrial conference and shortly before trial, resulted in
prejudice to Huckabay because part of the defense was to focus on exploiting these unsupported
allegations. Moreover, the deletion of the remaining allegations that the State presented to the grand
jury indicates that the members of the grand jury returned an Indictment that lacked evidentiary
support because they were improperly swayed by the personal opinions of the deputy prosecutor.
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The deputy prosecutor deprived Huckabay of the constitutional protection of an independent grand
jury evaluating and weighing the evidence. The prosecutor’s misconduct also violated Huckabay’s
right to due process and the tainted Indictment did not confer jurisdiction.
The State has been permitted to manipulate the court system. The State initiated a
prosecution against Huckabay in 2015 by filing an information. R. 380, Footnote 2. That case was
dismissed because the State was unable to present a proper information that charged a felony for
unlawful possession under Title 36. Id. More than a year later, the Prosecutor’s Office used a grand
jury to indict Huckabay. R. 21-22. That Indictment was the product of an erroneous jury instruction,
prosecutorial misconduct and testimony that was false and misleading. The grand jury improperly
found probable cause when there was no evidence to support probable cause for the charge. R. 232233. The district court thereafter allowed the State to amend the Indictment twice by removing all
methods of committing the offense that the original Indictment alleged. The State did not return to
the grand jury with either of the Amended Indictments nor did it provide a preliminary hearing. It
is as if the grand jury proceedings never occurred. Huckabay was deprived of his right to have an
independent grand jury or magistrate determine whether the evidence supported a finding of probable
cause that he committed the felony offense. The district court erred by rejecting Huckabay’s
objections to the Second Amended Indictment.
D. Jury Instructions Were Fatally Deficient
“This Court exercises free review over whether a jury was given proper instructions. An
error in jury instructions only constitutes reversible error when the instruction misled the jury or
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prejudiced the party challenging the instruction. If the instructions, ‘considered as a whole, fairly
and adequately present the issues and state the applicable law, then no error [has been] committed.’”
State v. Severson, 147 Idaho at 710, 215 P.3d at 430 (citations omitted). The district court, over
defense objection, committed error involving multiple instructions that resulted in misstating the
applicable law to the jury and prejudicing Huckabay.
This Court explained that “a trial court must deliver instructions on the rules of law that are
‘material to the determination of the defendant’s guilt or innocence.’ This necessarily includes
instructions on ‘the nature and elements of the crime charged and the essential legal principles
applicable to the evidence that has been admitted.’” State v. Severson, 147 Idaho at 710, 215 P.3d
at 430 (citations omitted). “Reversible error will be found if the court uses an instruction that
misstates the law or misleads the jury.” State v. Hopper, 142 Idaho 512, 513, 129 P.3d 1261, 1262
(Ct. App. 2005). No error occurs where the trial court gives the jury the verbatim provisions of a
statutory section. Holland v. Peterson, 95 Idaho 728, 730–31, 518 P.2d 1190, 1192–93 (1974); State
v. Adamcik, 152 Idaho 445, 477, 272 P.3d 417, 449 (2012). The language that the legislature used
in defining a crime is best suited for that purpose. See State v. Zichko, 129 Idaho 259, 264, 923 P.2d
966, 971 (1996); State v. Broadhead, 139 Idaho 663, 666, 84 P.3d 599, 602 (Ct. App. 2004); State
v. Carsner, 126 Idaho 911, 914, 894 P.2d 144, 147 (Ct. App.1995).
Huckabay proposed Instruction No. D10 that included the verbatim language from I.C. § 361401(c)(3) regarding the requirement of a combination of numbers and species. Huckabay’s
instruction was consistent with the Hughes decision requiring the elements in the statute be
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specifically stated. Hughes, 161 Idaho at 832,392 P. 3d at 10; R. 547. Under the principle of stare

decisis, this case law was binding authority on the district court and should not have been ignored.
Because the State consistently argued LC. § 36-1401 (c)(3) was unambiguous, and the district
court agreed, the use of the statutory language in a jury instruction could not be more appropriate.
R. 402-403. However, the court refused Huckabay's proposed instruction because "its inconsistent

with the information. It's inconsistent with the elements instruction. State's 8 is much clearer, less
likely to confuse the trier of fact, and I already indicated I was going to give this. We're not - it
would just confuse the jury to go to the multiple animals within a 12-month period. That's an issue
for appeal." Tr., 445. 9 The State's proposed Instruction No. 8 omitted the language of LC § 361401 (c)(3) concerning "any number or species of wildlife." R. 481. "A jury instruction that lightens
the prosecutor's burden of proof by omitting an element of the crime is impermissible." State v.

Broadhead, 139 Idaho at 666, 84 P.3d at 602.
Given that the sparse Second Amended Indictment engages in circular reasoning by alleging
that Huckabay unlawfully possessed a moose by possessing the animal, Huckabay proposed
Instruction No. D16 to require the jury to find that a taking or killing had occurred to satisfy the
unlawfully possessed element. R. 553; Tr., p. 447. The district court noted that this instruction was

9

Huckabay also proposed Instruction No. D9 that read: "In order to prove the essential facts
of an LC § 36-1401(c)(3) violation, the prosecutor must prove that the defendant unlawfully
possessed any combination of numbers or species of wildlife within a twelve-month period with a
single or combined reimbursable damage assessment of more than $1,000." In refusing the
instruction, the trial judge wrote: "Not the law." Id. Respectfully, that is exactlywhatthe legislature
enacted.
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"covered" and explained that the defense instruction was "covered by the instruction as to
possession." 10 Id. The district court declined to instruct the jury using the definitions of"unlawful
possession" in LC. § 36-502(b) and possession in LC. § 36-202(m). Tr. p. 442-42,447; R. 553.
None of the substantive instructions that the district court gave to the jury, however, covered or
addressed this essential element. R. 660, 661-662.
Huckabay cannot be convicted of a felony violation of LC. § 36-1401(c)(3) without proof
that he possessed the moose with an element of scienter that he knew, or was grossly negligent in
not knowing, that the moose had been taken or killed during a closed season, without a tag, or by an
unauthorized method. The defense proposed several instructions to address this scienter element.
R. 547, 555, 557, 560-561; Tr. p. 445-46, 448-50. The district court declined to give any of those

defense proposed instructions. Id. The court's instructions were devoid of any instruction requiring
the jury to find that Huckabay had knowledge or mens rea when he possessed the moose that
someone had taken or killed that moose during a closed season or without a tag.
The instructions as given failed to provide guidance to the jury on three essential elements
of the alleged offense and, as a whole, were unfair and inadequate. This Court should reverse the
conviction.

10

LC. § 36-502(b) explicitly requires an unlawful taking or killing. The district court ruled,
however, that for the felony of unlawful possession in violation of LC. § 36-1401(c)(3) "there
doesn't have to be proof of a taking or killing in this case ... It's likely to confuse the jury. Tr., p. 44 7.
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IV. CONCLUSION
Huckabay requests that this Court vacate the judgment of conviction and sentence and
remand this case to the district court with instructions to dismiss the Second Amended Indictment
with prejudice based on a lack of jurisdiction, a failure to allege the essential elements and facts to
establish a felony in the Second Amended Indictment, prejudicial prosecutorial misconduct before
the grand jury, and a failure to instruct the petit jury properly.
Respectfully submitted this 25th day of April, 2019.
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or ammo
WastefuJ destruction of wildlife
36-1202
36-409(c}
Hwrt without tag
Unlawful lu1l/posslwastc two or more big 36-l401(e)lf~J

gane

)

A

9/312005

Clark

MOOSE

A

911612005

Bonner

MOOSE

A
A

9/16/2905

Bonner

9n.t/2005

Idaho
8on1JCJ

MOOSE
MOOSE
MOOSE
MOOSE
MOOSE
MOOSE

A
A

A

A
A
A
A
A

A

<ll

:ii:

9/24/2005
9/24/2005

Bonner

9129/2005
l 0/1/2005

Bonner

Latah

LemJt,

10/2/2005
10/6/2005

Borui:~

MOOSE
MOOSE
MOOSE

Bonner
Can.1:,au

MOOSE
MOOSE

Bonner

10/11/2005
10/11/2005
10/15/2005

,-.:i

Ill

A

l OI 17/2005
IO/ll/2005

A

10/23/2005

A

I J/1/20O5

A

J l/16/2005

A

"'
C>

....
"'

)

'"
"'

'°
....,n
0,.

0

...~

...

..
"'
.......

A

12/1712005

Kootenai

Bingham

-

Blaine
Jeff~

-.....__

Jdaho

Baooock

MOOSE
MOOSE

Wastritl 4estructicn of wildlife

36-1202

Take/Kill during closed season
Takr:/K.ill duringc:losed season
Wastdul destruction of wilcUm
Hunt without permit
TakdPosa'traos game/parts r.aJce.
wilawfully
Wasteful dcstrudion of wildlife
Sbootiog frool/aaos1 public higb....a.y
Take/Kill during closed season

36-1 JOJ(a)
36-1 lDl(a)

W.utdll destnlclion of wildlik
Take/Possftrans game/parts taken
unlawfully
Huat v.·itbou1 mg
Unlawful til1Jpo9S/wastc two or more big

36--1202
36-1401(b)
36-502

36-1202

36-lSOB(a)
36-110 I(a.)
36-1202

36-502
36-409(c)
36-141l(c)3fel

MCOSE
MCOSE

Take/Kill during closed season
Posslhunttl:ake wkUf comrmy to
commission nles
UnlawfuJ 'til1/poss/wzte two or more big
ga.m~
UnllwfuJ kill)poss/wasae two or more big

36-llOl(a)
3-6-1101(1}
J6-148l(c)3Fel
36-14el(c)3Fel

game

::,

:c

A
A

E-1

........
"'
-...
....

36-1 IDl(a)

J6-14Dl(a)2(R)

game
MOOSE
MOOSE

--_,....,..

Possessltnnsport witho\tt evidence. of
spe.-;ia/sex
Attempt I Exa=I big game bag limit

&/31/2006

80flllevilJe

MOOSE

S/3 l/2006

800RCvi11c

MOOSE

iake/Kill duriog closed season
Wasteful clcstructioo of wildlife

~ l Hll(a)

36.1202

C>

.

0

......
0,.

0

.
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..,
..,
<>
...__
0

~

A

9/23/2006

Frmnont

MOOSE

A

9/23/2006

Fremont

MOOSE

A

J0/)6/2006

Shoshone

A

Custer

A
A

10/19/2006
10/21~
I0/2111.00fi

MOOSE
MOOSE

A

)();'25/2006

Take/Pos!t"traos game/paru tmn
unlawfu..lly
Take ili.g game with ftram1 during

ADDENDUM 6

<>
..,

3~502

36-1401(b)

mdrery only sea

)

MOOSE
MOOSE

Bomievi!Jc
Koounai

-

Shoshone

-

MOOSE

Bimgham
Jetrenoa

-

MOOSE
MOOSE

A

1 ln.t2006

A

1I/S/2006

A
A

1 l/7r1.006

l ln/2006

Bear lake
Bear Lake

MOOSE

A

11/IQ/2006

Kootcaai

MOOSE

A
A

JJ/l2/2006
ll/2S/2006

Boooer
Bouodary

~

MOOSE

WastefuJ destruction of wildlife
Hwt without tag
H1nt witbout tag
Takc/Poss'trms game/parts tum

36-1202
3~409(c)
36-409(:c)

36-502
mllawfuJly
Unlawful kiil/poalwam two ir more big ~ 140l(c)3Fel
game
36-J J0l(a)
Takdltill during closed season
Ualawful ltill/poss/~ two a more big 36-140 l(c)3Fel
game
Tak:/Kill during closed SCIISOD
Weteful cles1t\JCticn of wildJif~
Tae/Pos5'tnms game/parts takec

36-1101(1)

36-12'12
36-50'2

nlawfully
~

.........._

U>

X

t-1
Pl

...

.......
C>

)

,n

"'

°"
<>

A
A
A
A
A

12/1/2006
9m12001
9/21/2007
9/lB/2007
10/15/2007

A
A

lO/lS/2007
10/15/2007

A
A

IO/l5!2.007
10/17/2007

-

MOOSE

game

Idaho

MOOSE
MOOSE

Bonn:r

MOOSE

Bomer

..,
'"

....
~

::>

:c

-------..

-

36-110l(a)
36-4(9(c)

36-1 IOJ(a)
~1202
36-502

Bonn:r

MOOSE

Wmteful destruction of wililife

MOC>SE

Tllk.e/PosYtrans game/puts lzkeo
unlawltlly
Wasieful ~tion ofgame anixnaJs
36-1202
Unlawful k . i l l l ~ two er more big Jf> 1401(c)3"Fcl

....
~

Take/Kill during closed season
Hl.lllt without tag
Attempt I Ex.c:!:ed big game bex limit

Bannock

on

r..

Tab/K.i.ll during cloaed season
36-1 I0l(a)
Unlawful k i l ~ t'M> or more big 36-140l(c)3Fel

Bannock
Baanock

~

-

MOOSE
MOOSE

ganic

Teton

MOOSE

Take/Kin during cJosed seamn

Caribo11

MOOSE

Possi1luntltake wldlf cout:raJy to

36-1101(1)
36-1101(1)

commi!lsion nles

E-1

........
0

.....
...."'

0
...__

°'
<>

•
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...,
~

0
......
0

fsj

A

10/1~7

Boundary

MOOSE

A

10/24/2007
10(24/2007

Boundary

MOOSE

Boundary

A
A
A

101'28/2001
11/1/2007

Bonneville

MOOSE
MOOSE

A

l l/l7/1DO?

A

11/18/2007

Boonevi11e

A

l 1/18/2007

BooneviJJe

A
A
A
A

I 1/18/2007

Bonneville
Boimduy

A

11/12/2007

-

Bonner
Latah

.----------,---

)

-

2/812008
2/8/2008
6/9/2008

--

Power

~

~

-

MOOSE
MOOSE
MOOSE

MOOSE
MOOSE
MOOSE

Boundmy

MOOSE
MOOSE

BolJildary

MOOSE

A

&/17/2003

Kooteaai

A

8/17/2008

Kooteoai

A
A
A
A

&122/2008

Bannock

IV30l:2008
9/11/2008
9/) 1/2008

Beu lake

MOOSE

-

MOOSE

<D

:E
..:I

I>,

...

C>

a.
.....

)

'"
"'

'°
a.

A

Adams
Adams

Adams

MOOSE
MOOSE
MOOSE
MOOSE

A

9/12/2001
9/19/2008

Boaodary

MOOSE
MOOSE

r..

A

10/2/2008

Idaho

MOOSE

'"
"'..

A

.....

10111noo1

Bomduy

A

10/15/2008

Kootenai

MOOSE
MOOSE

C>

....
'"
<

~

::,
E-1

C>

36-1 I0l(a)
Hunt w/o 't'alid licemc
36-401
Take/IC.ill during clmed season
36-1 lOl(a)
36-409(d}
Fail to properly tag big pR1e
UnJawfuJ kilUposs/waste ~o a- ox,re big 36-140 I(c)3 Fe)
gmne
Unlawful kill/posslwute two ar more big 36-1401(c)3FeJ
game

Tate/KilJ dwmg closed season
At1empt I Bx4leed big ganc bag limit
Hunt withou! tag

36-l lOl(a)

game
Takc/Possft:rarui game/parts taken
unlawfu.113·

36-502

36-1101(1)

J6-4()9(c)
36-1
I0l(a)
T akt/K.ill during clo&ed season
3&1202
Wastdlal llleslruaioo of wildlife
Unlawful k.illlpossfn.ste two a- rnxc big 36-140J(c)3Fcl

Unlawfu I lcill}po9s/'41P8Stt t1'0 a more btg 36-1401 (c; )3 fe I
game
J6-409(d)
Fail to prq:aerty tag big game
36-I IOl(a)
Tale/Kill during closed season
Take/Ki]) dmins closed scum
Hl:lllt witho1&t tag
Wastdnl destruction of wild]ifc
Poss/hunt/lake wldlf coJttnuy to

36-1101(1)
36-409(c)

36-1202
36-1 !0l(a)

Ta.ke/Poss(trans ~ a r t s taken
unt.wful ly
Hunt without pc:nnit

36-502

T ake/1\,ss'tnms pme/parts taken

36-502

36-l401(b)

wtlawfully

:i::

........
"'
......
...

36-S02

commi§sion nles

,

i<

Tau/Possltnos pme/putstaken
unlawfully
Take/Kill during closed season

ADDENDUM 7

....
...,

A

10/16/2008

Koote.ai

MOOSE

Wtitelll destrud:ion of wildlife

16-1202

.

C>

......
a.

C>

•
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""

/5J

A

L0/19/2003

Bomer

MOOSE

A

l0/27/200S
10/l7/200S

Latah
Latah

MOOSE

ADDENDUM 8

'41

C>
.....
"'
""
C>

Unlawful k.ilVposs/wa!!le two or more big J6-l401(c)3Fel
game

A

~

~-

MOOSE

Shooting frmo/ai:ross public highway
J6..1508(a)
Ulllawful kilVpo5Slwas(e two or 1DOrC big 36- I 40l(c)3FeJ

ganc
A
A
A

>

A
A
A

IM9/200S

J

11n12oox

Idaho
BClllndaJy

11/71200&

Boundary

I 1n/2808
I/Y2.009

-

J/21/2009

80'.m<lmy

ShosbOQC

MOOSE
MOOSE
MOOSE

-

Koot/Cnai

A
A
A

415/2009

Kootc:nai

9/21/2009

lM/2009

Bomer
Bonne,,illc

A

10/100.009

Bmnock

36-409(.c)
36-1 IOl(a)
U-304

MOOSE

Hmt without tag
Attempt I Ex.c.ced big pme bag limi1
Counsel, aid in commission of
misdememor
Wasteful dcslrudioJI ofwildlik
Unlawful kill'pos!lw~ two or JnOrC big

36.1202
36-l401(c)3Fc1

MOOSE

pme
Closed seasott, Huot/Attempt to take

36-ll0l(a)

MOOSE
MOOSE
MOOSE
MOOSE

duriug
Dogs, chase.lliu-m big game
Shootin.g ftom/~ p,iblie highway
TakdX.ill dimng clmc:d searK)I)
Posslhuntftm wldlf con1Jsry to

MOOSE

36-1 l01(b)6(B)
36-t 508(a)
J6-II0l(a)
16-t IOl(a)

OOfflIJlission ruJes

A

J0/10/1:009

Sbosbooc

MOOSE

Counsel. &id ia commisrion of

MOOSE

milldem.emor
Wasteful destruction ofwildlife

U)

X

,-l

-...
"'

0

....

Ir'>

"'

C>

)

A
A

10/10/20()11
I 0/10/20()11

Shoshone
Shoshone

MOOSE

Poss/Jmot/takc wldlf co.otrary to
commission rules

A

10/11/2009

A

10/ 11./2009

ldaJlo
Idaho

MOOSE
MOOSE

A

10/1.5/2009
10/1~09

Wasteful dc:struction of wildlife
Pmslbunt.ltake widlf contrary to
commission roles
Hunt without tag
Buy/SelJ wildlife or pans mlawfully

lt'I

....
~

r..

A

,n

""

....
-d

A

10/lS/2009

A

10/22/2009

::>

:c
!-4
r-

....

-

Kootmai

Kootenai

-

MOOSE
MOOSE

~

Kootenai
Sooae,iUe

36-1202
36- l lOl{a)

36-1202
36-l lOl(a)

~09(c)
36-140 I(c)} Fel

taken/posses

.....-

---

18-304

MOOSE.
MOOSE

Unlawful krJl/poss/waste two er more big 36-1401(c)3Fel
game
Tak/PoS&'traas prni:lputs tak=l
36-502
unlawfully

0

N
.....
r.....
0

°'
0
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..,
~

0
....._

0

t!J

A

10/22/2009

Bonneville

MOOSE

A

10/22/2009

BDDnetillc

MOOSE

Poss/hunt/tale w!.dlf C011.trmy m
cammission rules
Fail to fuHy sal~trievc all game

ADDENDUM 9

..,
..,

J6-l 101{a)
36-105

me!t

BonoCTillc

A

10/23/2009
l0nJ/2009

Bo10eYiUe

A

10/25/2009

Lat!II

A

l0/29l2009

Bonneville

MOOSE

A

l 1/14/2009

Banoock

MOOSE

A

9/ll/2010

Latan

MOOSE

A

---

MOOSE
MOOSE
MOOSE

36-1 l0l(a)
Atltml)t / Exteed big gmne bag limit
Wasteful des'truaioo of wildlife
Jfi-1202
Unlawful kilVpow'was.te two er more big ~1401(c)3Fe1

game

)

Poss/huot/t.ale wldlf cmtrary to
commissioo rules
Possibwrtltab wldlf coatrary to
commmion rules
Closed se&SOO, HdAtrempt to bk.c

3~1101(11)
36-1 tOl(a)
36-ltOl(a.)

duriog
A

9123/2010
10/7/2810

A
A

ion12a1O
10/lU!>I0

-

Caribou
Boanr:i-

:.:

A

10/1~10

BOllneJ'

...""

-

A

10/13/2010

A

<D

H

.......
0

)

'"
......"'

MOOSH
MOOSE

Bonner

Carib;,u

Bonnm-

~

-

MOOSB
MOOSE

....

36-1202

Possessioa/tn.os,ortaticn of wildlife
improperly t
Wasteful dcs1ruction ofwiltfJm
Buy,'Sdr willlife or pans Wllawfully
takcll/posses

J6-S02(a)I

)6-1202
36-1401(c)lfer

MOOSE

UnlawfuJ kill/poss/waste two or nnbig J6-l401(c)JF'el

MOOSE

game
TakdPoss-'trans pmc/puts tamn

36-S02

unawfully
A

10/16/lOlO

8Jame

MOOSE

A

1002f2.010

Bear Lake

MOOSE

A

11/3/2010

CJm

MOOSE

A

I !/16/2010

A
A

12/27/2010

0

on

wastdul des11'UctiOll of wildlife

~

PossltJunt,lt.ab wtdlf COJltraly to
oommission Nb
Fd to CIOlllJ)ly with inaru:bdory check

36-1 IOl(a}
36-1401(&)2(1)

""1JU"&mant m

rr.

on

....
-·

....
~

-..._....._

Baooock

-

MOOSE

game

::,

:c
E-<

.......

lO/l/2.GI I

Kootenai
Bonna-ilh:

]6-502
TaJ.e/Possltrans ~puts taken
unlawfully
Unlawful lcill/poss/•-aste ~-o a more big 3f>.1401 (c)3Fel

MOOSE

MOOSE

Take/KiJI during closed llcmoJI
Take/Km during cloaed season

J~l lOl(a)

3~110l(a)

c:,

.......
"'
,-

...
0

......
0

•
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....
....
M
0

M
0

s

A

I l/112t! l l

Biogmm

MOOSE

Po~ramport duri~ closed season

3&1 IOl(a)

A

8/2412112

Bamock

MOOSE

In Yio!Jltim of fedenJ mother states

36-504

A

9/21/2812

Bonner-

MOOS£

lawsln:g5
UnlaM'ul .lolllpO!lslwute hl·o or more big '.?6-140l{c)JFel

A

IJ/l2/20J2

Kcotcaai

MOOSE

game
Ta1c/Poss'trans gmm1pu1s take!t

ADDENDUM 10

.......

36-502

UD lawful))•

A

)

11/12/2012

K.ootmai

MOOSE

Unlawfully taking two (2) or more big
111imals
Take/Poss'tnms gamt/puts taken
UDl11wfull}
Use license pennit or tag of another
Hu11t witilout tag
Hu.t without tag
Take/Posshrans galJIIClparts taken

J6-1401(b)

~

A

10/6/21)IJ

Fremont

MOOSE

A

10/6/20[3
10/12/2013
10/19/2013
1/6'2014

Fremoot
Kootmai

MOOSE

A
A
A

Lemki
Boundary

MOOSE
MOOSE

MOOSE

16-502
36-4DS(c)2(B)
36-409(d)
36-409(c)

36-502

iml■wfully

A

A
A

7/1 S/2014
7/15/2014
9/1/2014

Clearwuer
Clearwa1er
Kcoleaai

MOOSE
MOOSE

c.ibou

Pois'lumt/tuc wldlf contra,y to

36-1401(1,)
36-1 lOl(a)

commission nles
Talce/Pos!l'trus pme/parts tam,

3&-502

MOOSE

<O

:ii:

..:4

..."'
.......
...

A
A

IJ/19/2014
4)/2212014

Fraaklin

MOOSE
MOOSE

A

l0/2/2014

KooteDati

MOOSE

0

)

,n
N

,0

0

A

;,<

ea.

-i:

A
A

......,

A

10/R/2014
10/1/2014
10/)4/2014

Bormeville
Bonn~ille
Koote11ai

MOOSE

l0/2212114

Bewewah

MOOSE

MOOSE
MOOSE

-·

....

A

::,

10/24/2014

Teton

36-11 Ol(a)
36-1202
36-409(d)

.36-502

MOOSE

Po~t.ntltakc wldlf ooatruy ro

36-1 IOl(a)

MOOSE

wnuniss.ion rules
Hunt without tag

36-409(d)

o:;
f-<

A

,-

.....

...
...

Attempt I furoccd big game bq limit
Wasteful destructiOli of pme imimals
HU11t without cag
T~s.sfttans same/parts taken
WI lawfull)'

-s

.......

1JJ1l1wfu11:,
Fail to retrieve

36-1 fOl(a)

36-1202
36-502.

unlawfulJy

....,n

0
N

Take/Kill during cloted 9C8llQO
Wasteful ch:structioo of wildlife
Tue/Possltnms game/part\ taken

11/1/2()14

Blame

•

<>

'-

<> •
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ADDENDUM 11

an

Q

~

A

112&120IS

A
A

912.5/201S
P/25/201 S

A

I0/1 ilfl.O 1.S

Shoshooe
l.ootenai
~i
Caribo.

~E
MOOSE

MOOSE

MOOSE

Takc/K.il1 during cl.oled 9Cll1C!n
Wutdul des1nM:tion of pDIO aaiml.ls
Hmr witk,-.t tag

Posslhuni'ta wldlfaJr1t1UY bl
coamiissicm rules
Hiiot without tag
Fail to coaply with nwdatory '1hl,ck
rapimmman
Degs. d!aselha:rus big Pffll
Pms/lnm~ wldlf Ci0Jltnly kl

A
A

ll/20/201S

Blaine

[2/312015

Sbosho:a.c

A
A

J/3 V2O16

Booocr

MOOSE

I/JJ/2016

Oacida

MOOS£

A

9/15/2016

Bonneville

MOOSE

A

10/12/2016

Beaewah

MOOSE

A
A

10/16(2016
10/17/2016

Hearl.ab

MOOSE

Posslhl&lltfmke wldlfoomrmy ta
commission mies
TalclPa:nltrans ga.odparts IIWO
unlawfully
Wutl:fitl ~ o n of gmz aii:mals

Fmnkli11

MOOSE

P~wldlfcom uytD

A

l0fl4/2016

Bono:ville

MOOSE

A

11/&2i>16

Jeffmon

MOOSE

_w

9/13(1999

Lanbi

MOCSE

w

I0/&'1999

Idaho

Hmtt witbont tag

10/11/)999
IO/U/1999

Latah
Madi.!1011.

MOOSE
MOOS£

Hmt without tag

....
:i
""
.,,

w
w

MOOSE

Fail to ccmply with ~ chock

w
w

J0/24/1999
)0/25/19119

Boonf!'l'ile
Boaacr

MOOSE
MOOSE

Fail to pmvid! proxy stazmmt
fail to c:onply wtb mudatory ~

....

w

I ()/29/ I 999

kffimm

MOOSE

)

MOOSE
MOOSE

~l lOJ(a)
36-1202
36-409{~)
36-1 IOl{a)
36◄09{c)

36-l40l(a)2(1)
36-l 10t(b)6(B)

36-IJOl(a)

c:oauni.ssioD mies

~
,-1
~

a.
C>

....an
"'

)

N

'°
a.
Q

,n

...
~

16-1202
16-110l(a)
36-110l(a)
36-1 lOl(a)
J6--140l(a)2(J)

l6-409(d}
16-409(d)
36-1401(a)2(I)

reciuirement •
36-.S02(a}4
l6-140i(a)2.(I)

mjUtmller!I 1111

:c
fi

36-.SO'l

reqa.irwnmt -

::>

-Wdelianstes warw,gs thlll

.......

coinmissi.<a rules
p03sftmnrJtab wldlf cOdn.Jy to
commissioa rules
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§ 36-1402. Penalty--lnfraction--Misdemeanor--Felony--Revocation of..., ID ST§ 36-1402

West's Idaho Code Annotated
Title 36. Fish and Game
Chapter 14. General Penal Provisions
LC. § 36-1402
§

36-1402. Penalty--Infraction--Misdemeanor--Felony--Revocation of license--Disposition of moneys

Effective: July 1, 2018
Currentness
(a) Infraction Penalty. Except as provided for in subsection (b) of this section, any person who pleads guilty to or is
found guilty of an infraction of this code, or rules or proclamations promulgated pursuant thereto, shall be subject to
a fine of seventy-two dollars ($72.00).

(b) A violation of section 36-1401 (a) l .(K) through (L) or (a)2.(S) through (X), Idaho Code, shall constitute an infraction
subject to a fine of two hundred fifty dollars ($250).

(c) Misdemeanor Penalty. Any person entering a plea of guilty for, found guilty of or convicted of a misdemeanor under
the provisions of this title or rules or proclamations promulgated pursuant thereto shall, except in cases where a higher
penalty is prescribed, be fined in a sum of not less than twenty-five dollars ($25.00) nor more than one thousand dollars
($1,000) and/or by commitment to jail for not more than six (6) months. The minimum fine, per animal, fish or bird, for
the illegal taking, illegal possession or the illegal waste of the following animals, fish or birds shall be as indicated below:

Animal, Fish or Bird

Minimum Fine

Bighorn sheep, mountain goat and moose

$500

Elk

$300

Any other big game animal

$200

Wild turkey, swan and sturgeon

$200

Chinook salmon, wild steelhead and bull trout

$100

Any other game bird, game fish or forbearer

$

25

(d) Felony Penalty. Any person entering a plea of guilty for, found guilty of or convicted of a felony under the provisions
of this title shall be punished in accordance with section 18-11 2, Idaho Code. Provided further, that the judge hearing
the case shall forthwith revoke for life, the hunting, fishing or trapping license and privileges of any person who, within
a five (5) year period, pleads guilty to, is found guilty of or is convicted of three (3) or more felony violations of the
provisions of this title.

(e) License Revocation. Any person entering a plea of guilty or being found guilty or convicted of violating any of the
provisions of this title, or who otherwise fails to comply with the requirements of a citation in connection with any such
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offense, may, in addition to any other penalty assessed by the court, have his hunting, fishing, or trapping privileges
revoked for such period of time as may be determined by the court not to exceed three (3) years, except that violations
classified as felonies under section 36-1401, Idaho Code, or as flagrant violations as defined in subsection (t) of this
section, shall authorize the court to impose license revocations for periods of time up to and including life, with said
period beginning on the date of conviction, finding of guilt or the entry of the plea of guilty. Provided further, that the
magistrate hearing the case shall forthwith revoke the hunting, fishing, or trapping privileges for a period of not less
than one (l) year for any of the following offenses:

1. Taking or possessing upland game birds, migratory waterfowl, salmon, steelhead, sturgeon, or any big game animal
during closed season.

2. Exceeding the daily bag or possession limit of upland game birds, migratory waterfowl or big game animals.

3. Taking any fish by unlawful methods as set forth in section 36-902(a) or (c), Idaho Code.

4. Unlawfully purchasing, possessing or using any license, tag or permit as set forth in section 36-405(c), Idaho Code.

5. Violating section 36-1603, Idaho Code.

6. The unlawful release of any species of live fish into any public body of water in the state. For purposes of this
paragraph, an "unlawful release of any species of live fish" shall mean a release of any species of live fish, or live
eggs thereof, in the state without the permission of the director of the department offish and game; provided, that no
permission is required when fish are being freed from a hook and released at the same time and place where caught or
when crayfish are being released from a trap at the same time and place where caught.
Provided further, that the magistrate hearing the case of a first-time hunting violation offender under the age of twentyone (21) years may require that the offender attend a remedial hunter education course at the offender's expense. Upon
successful completion of the course, the remainder of the revocation period shall be subject to a withheld judgment as
long as the offender is not convicted of any additional hunting violations during the period. The cost of the course shall
be seventy-five dollars ($75.00) to be paid to the department. The commission shall establish by rule the curriculum of
the hunter education remedial course.
The revocation shall consist of cancellation of an existing license for the required length of time and/or denial of the
privilege of purchasing an applicable license for the length of time required to meet the revocation period decreed. In the
case of persons pleading guilty, convicted or found guilty of committing multiple offenses, the revocation periods may
run consecutively. In the case of pleas of guilty, convictions or findings of guilt involving taking big game animals during
closed season or exceeding the daily bag or possession limit of big game, the magistrate hearing the case shall revoke the
hunting, fishing or trapping privileges of any person convicted or found guilty of those offenses for a period of not less
than one (1) year for each big game animal illegally taken or possessed by the person convicted or found guilty.
It shall be a misdemeanor for any person to hunt, fish, or trap or purchase a license to do so during the period of time
for which such privilege is revoked.
For the purpose of this title, the term "conviction" shall mean either a withheld judgment or a final conviction.
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(f) Flagrant Violations. In addition to any other penalties assessed by the court, the magistrate hearing the case shall
forthwith revoke the hunting, fishing or trapping privileges for a period of not less than one ( 1) year and may revoke the
privileges for a period up to and including the person's lifetime, for any person who enters a plea of guilty, who is found
guilty, or who is convicted of any of the following flagrant violations:

1. Taking a big game animal after sunset by spotlighting, with use of artificial light, or with a night vision enhancement
device.

2. Unlawfully taking two (2) or more big game animals within a twelve (12) month period.

3. Taking a big game animal with a rimfire or centerfire cartridge firearm during an archery or muzzleloader only hunt.

4. Hunting, fishing, trapping or purchasing a license when license privileges have been revoked pursuant to this section
or section 36-1501, Idaho Code.

5. Taking any big game animal during a closed season.

6. Any felony violation provided in section 36-1401, Idaho Code.

(g) For purposes of the wildlife violator compact, section 36-2301, Idaho Code, et seq., the department shall:

1. Suspend a violator's license for failure to comply with the terms of a citation from a party state. A copy of a report
of failure to comply from the licensing authority of the issuing state shall be conclusive evidence.

2. Revoke a violator's license for a conviction in a party state. A report of conviction from the licensing authority of
the issuing state shall be conclusive evidence.

(h) Disposition of Fines and Forfeitures. Distribution of fines and forfeitures remitted shall be in accordance with section
19-4705, Idaho Code.

Credits

S.L. 1976, ch. 95, § 2; S.L. 1978, ch. 92, § 4; S.L. 1979, ch. 95, § 1; S.L. 1981, ch. 42, § 1; S.L. 1984, ch. 112, § 1; S.L. 1985,
ch. 188, § 3; S.L. 1987, ch. 176, § l; S.L. 1987, ch. 261, § l ; S.L. 1990, ch. 4, § 1; S.L. 1990, ch. 5, § l; S.L. 1990, ch. 364,
§ 2; S.L. 1991, ch. 49, § 3; S.L. 1991, ch. 128, § l; S.L. 1992, ch. 172, § 2; S.L. 1992, ch. 216, § l; S.L. 1995, ch. 318, § l;
S.L. 1997, ch. 219, § l; S.L. 1997, ch. 270, § 2; S.L. 1997, ch. 365, § l ; S.L. 1997, ch. 379, § l; S.L. 1998, ch. 170, § 13; S.L.
1998, ch. 251, § 1; S.L. 2000, ch. 256, § I; S.L. 2005, ch. 34, § l. Amended by S.L. 2015, ch. 106, § 2, eff. July 1, 2015; S.L.
2016, ch . 47, § 20, eff. July l, 2016; S.L. 2018, ch. 350, § 9, eff. July I, 2018.

Notes of Decisions (5)
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I.C. § 36-1402, ID ST§ 36-1402
Statutes and Constitution are current with all effective legislation through Chapters 1 to 317 of the 2019 First Regular
Session of the 65th Idaho Legislature, which adjourned sine die on April 11, 2019
End of Doc.ument
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2015

Idaho Laws Ch. 106 (H.B. 161)

IDAHO 2015 SESSION LAWS
FIRST REGULAR SESSION OF THE 63RD LEGISLATURE
Additions are indicated by Text; deletions by

~.
Vetoes are indicated by --1'ext- ;
stricken material by --l'ett- .
Ch. 106
H.B. No. 161
FISH AND GAME-LICENSES AND PERMITS-FINES AND PENALTIES
AN ACT RELATING TO FISH AND GAME; AMENDING SECTION 36-1401, IDAHO
CODE, TO PROVIDE THAT CERTAIN VIOLATIONS SHALL BE AN INFRACTION;
AMENDING SECTION 36-1402, IDAHO CODE, TO PROVIDE PENALTIES FOR CERTAIN
INFRACTIONS AND TO MAKE TECHNICAL CORRECTIONS; AMENDING SECTION
36-1404, IDAHO CODE, TO PROVIDE A CORRECT CODE REFERENCE AND TO MAKE
TECHNICAL CORRECTIONS; AND AMENDING SECTION 36-1101, IDAHO CODE, TO
PROVIDE A CORRECT CODE REFERENCE AND TO MAKE TECHNICAL CORRECTIONS.
Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Idaho:
SECTION 1. That Section 36-1401, Idaho Code, be, and the same is hereby amended to read as follows:

<< ID ST§ 36-1401 >>
§ 36-1401. Violations
(a) Infractions. Any person who pleads guilty to or is found guilty of a violation of the following provisions of the fish
and game code or the following rules or proclamations promulgated pursuant thereto is guilty of an infraction:

1. Statutes.
(A) Take, transport, use or have in possession bait fish as set forth in section 36-902(d), Idaho Code.
(B) Chumming as set forth in section 36-902(e), Idaho Code.
(C) Nonresident child under the age of fourteen (14) years fishing without a valid license and not accompanied
by a valid license holder as set forth in section 36-401(a)2., Idaho Code.
(D) Use or cut a hole larger than ten (10) inches in the ice for ice fishing as set forth in section 36-1509(a), Idaho
Code.
(E) Store fish without required tags/permits/statements as set forth in section 36-503, Idaho Code.
(F) Own, possess or harbor any dog found running loose and which is tracking, pursuing, harassing or attacking
a big game animal as set forth in section 36-l 10l(b)7.(B), Idaho Code.
(G) Hunt migratory waterfowl without having in possession a signed federal migratory bird hunting stamp as set
forth in section 36-l 102(b)2., Idaho Code.
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(H) Hunt migratory game birds without having in possession a license validated for the federal migratory bird
harvest information program permit as set forth in section 36-409(k), Idaho Code.
(I) Trap in or on, destroy or damage any muskrat house as provided in section 3fr--.l 103(c), Idaho Code.

(J) Hunt migratory game birds with a shotgun capable of holding more than three (3) shells as provided and
incorporated in section 3fr--.l 102(b), Idaho Code.

(K) Fail to purchase a muzzleloader permit as set forth in section 36-409(1), Idaho Code.
(L) Fail to purchase an archery permit as set forth in section 36-409(e), Idaho Code.
2. Rules or Proclamations.
(A) Fish from a raft or boat with motor attached in waters where motors are prohibited.
(B) Fish with hooks larger than allowed in that water.

(C) Fish with barbed hooks in waters where prohibited.
(D) Exceed any established bag limit for fish by one (1) fish, except bag limits for anadromous fish, landlocked
chinook salmon, kamloops rainbow trout, lake trout, or bull trout.
(E) Fish with more than the approved number of lines or hooks.
(F) Fail to leave head and/or tail on fish while fish are in possession or being transported.
(G) Snag or hook fish other than in the head and fail to release, excluding anadromous fish.
(H) Fail to attend fishing line and keep it under surveillance at all times.
(I) Fail to comply with mandatory check and report requirements.
(J) Fail to leave evidence of sex or species attached as required on game birds.

(K) Hunt or take migratory game birds or upland game birds with shot exceeding the allowable size.
(L) Fail to release, report or turn in nontarget trapped animals.
(M) Fail to complete required report on trapped forbearer.
(N) Fail to present required forbearer animal parts for inspection.
(0) Fail to attach identification tags to traps.
(P) Possess not more than one (1) undersized bass.
(Q) Park or camp in a restricted area, except length of stay violations.

(R) Fail to leave evidence of sex attached as required on game animals.

(S) Fail to purchase sage grouse or sharp-tailed grouse hunting permit when hunting for sage grouse or sharp-tailed
grouse anywhere within the state, except licensed shooting preserves.
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(T) Fail to wear at least thirty-six (36) square inches of visible hunter orange above the waist when hunting on wildlife
management areas where pheasants are stocked.
(U) Take upland game birds, except wild turkey, from one-half ( ½ ) hour after sunset to one-half ( ½ ) hour before
sunrise. Wild turkey shall not be taken between sunset and one-half ( ½ ) hour before sunrise. Upland game birds
shall not be taken before 10 a.m. during the pheasant season on the Fort Boise, Montour, Payette river and C.J.
Strike wildlife management areas.

(V) Public use restrictions. Activities prohibited unless specifically authorized by the commission or under lease,
permit, contract or agreement issued by the director, regional supervisor or other authorized agent:
(i) Use watercraft on any waters that are posted against such use;
(ii) Conduct dog field trials of any type during the period of October 1 through July 31. All dog field trials
and dog training with the use of artificially propagated game birds between August 1 and September 30 will
be under department permit as authorized by the director;
(iii) Construct blinds, pits, platforms or tree stands where the soil is disturbed, trees are cut or altered,
and artificial fasteners, such as wire, rope or nails are used. All blinds shall be available to the public on a
first-come-first-served basis. Portable manufactured blinds and tree stands are allowed but may not be left
overnight;
(iv) Shoot within, across or into posted safety zones;
(v) Leave decoys unattended. Decoys cannot be put in place any earlier than two (2) hours prior to official
shooting hours for waterfowl and all decoys must be picked up and removed from the hunting site no later
than two (2) hours after official shooting hours for waterfowl that particular day;
(vi) Discharge any paintball guns;
(vii) Place a geocache;
(viii) Use for group events of over fifteen (15) people;
(ix) Use or transport any hay, straw or mulch that is not weed seed free certified.
(W) Evidence of species. In seasons restricted to mule deer only or white-tailed deer only, if the head is removed, the
fully-haired tail must be left naturally attached to the carcass.
(X) Continue to fish on Henry's lake after reaching limit.
(b) Misdemeanors. Any person who pleads guilty to, is found guilty or is convicted of a violation of the provisions of
this title or rules or proclamations promulgated pursuant thereto, or orders of the commission, except where an offense
is expressly declared to be an infraction or felony, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor.
(c) Felonies. Any person who pleads guilty to, is found guilty or is convicted of a violation of the following offenses
shall be guilty of a felony:
1. Knowingly and intentionally selling or offering for sale or exchange, or purchasing or offering to purchase or
exchange, any wildlife, or parts thereof, which has been unlawfully killed, taken or possessed.
2. Releasing into the wild, without a permit from the director, any of the following wildlife, whether native or exotic:
ungulates, bears, wolves, large felines, swine, or peccaries.
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3. Unlawfully killing, possessing or wasting of any combination of numbers or species of wildlife within a twelve (12)
month period which has a single or combined reimbursable damage assessment of more than one thousand dollars
($1,000), as provided in section 36-1404, Idaho Code.
4. Conviction within ten (10) years of three (3) or more violations of the provisions of this title, penalties for which
include either or both a mandatory license revocation or a reimbursable damage assessment.

SECTION 2. That Section 36-1402, Idaho Code, be, and the same is hereby amended to read as follows:

<< ID ST§ 36-1402 >>
§ 36-1402. Penalty-Infraction-Misdeme anor-Felony-Revocation of license-Disposition of moneys
(a) Infraction Penalty. Except as provided for in subsection (b) of this section, aA ny person who pleads guilty to or is
found guilty of an infraction of this code or rules or proclamations promulgated pursuant thereto, shall be punished in

aeeofthtnee-wil·h-l'he---p-rovisions-ofi.-he---1-d-a:h-e--infraetionttttles subject to a fine of seventy-two dollars ($72.00).
(b) A violation of section 36-1401(a)l.(K) through (L) or (a)2.(S) through (Y), Idaho Code, shall constitute an infraction
subject to a fine of two hundred fifty dollars ($250).
(c) Misdemeanor Penalty. Any person entering a plea of guilty for, found guilty of or convicted of a misdemeanor under
the provisions of this title or rules or proclamations promulgated pursuant thereto shall, except in cases where a higher
penalty is prescribed, be fined in a sum of not less than twenty-five dollars ($25.00) nor more than one thousand dollars
($1,000) and/or by commitment to jail for not more than six (6) months. The minimum fine, per animal, fish or bird, for
the illegal taking, illegal possession or the illegal waste of the following animals, fish or birds shall be as indicated below:

Animal, Fish or Bird

Minimum Fine

Bighorn sheep, mountain goat and moose

$500

Elk

$300

Any other big game animal

$200

Wild turkey, swan and sturgeon

$200

Chinook salmon, wild steelhead and bull trout

$100

Any other game bird, game fish or forbearer

$ 25

(e d) Felony Penalty. Any person entering a plea of guilty for, found guilty of or convicted of a felony under the
provisions of this title shall be punished in accordance with section 18-112, Idaho Code. Provided further, that the judge
hearing the case shall forthwith revoke for life, the hunting, fishing or trapping license and privileges of any person who,
within a five (5) year period, pleads guilty to, is found guilty of or is convicted of three (3) or more felony violations
of the provisions of this title.
(d e) License Revocation. Any person entering a plea of guilty or being found guilty or convicted of violating any of
the provisions of this title, or who otherwise fails to comply with the requirements of a citation in connection with any
such offense, may, in addition to any other penalty assessed by the court, have his hunting, fishing, or trapping privileges
revoked for such period of time as may be determined by the court not to exceed three (3) years, except that violations
classified as felonies under section 36-1401, Idaho Code, or as flagrant violations as defined in subsection (e t) of this
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section, shall authorize the court to impose license revocations for periods of time up to and including life, with said
period beginning on the date of conviction, finding of guilt or the entry of the plea of guilty. Provided further, that the
magistrate hearing the case shall forthwith revoke the hunting, fishing, or trapping privileges for a period of not less
than one (1) year for any of the following offenses:
l. Taking or possessing upland game birds, migratory waterfowl, salmon, steelhead, sturgeon, or any big game animal
during closed season.
2. Exceeding the daily bag or possession limit of upland game birds, migratory waterfowl or big game animals.
3. Taking any fish by unlawful methods as set forth in section 36-902(a) or (c), Idaho Code.
4. Unlawfully purchasing, possessing or using any license, tag or permit as set forth in section 36-405(c), Idaho Code.
5. Trespassing in violation of warning signs or failing to depart the real property of another after notification as set
forth in section 36-1603, Idaho Code.
6. The unlawful release of any species of live fish into any public body of water in the state. For purposes of this
paragraph, an "unlawful release of any species of live fish" shall mean a release of any species of live fish, or live
eggs thereof, in the state without the permission of the director of the department offish and game; provided, that no
permission is required when fish are being freed from a hook and released at the same time and place where caught or
when crayfish are being released from a trap at the same time and place where caught.
Provided further, that the magistrate hearing the case of a first time first-time hunting violation offender under the
age of twenty-one (21) years may require that the offender attend a remedial hunter education course at the offender's
expense. Upon successful completion of the course, the remainder of the revocation period shall be subject to a withheld
judgment so long as the offender is not convicted of any additional hunting violations during the period. The cost of
the course shall be seventy-five dollars ($75.00) to be paid to the department. The commission shall establish by rule the
curriculum of the hunter education remedial course.
The revocation shall consist of cancellation of an existing license for the required length of time and/or denial of the
privilege of purchasing an applicable license for the length of time required to meet the revocation period decreed. In the
case of persons pleading guilty, convicted or found guilty of committing multiple offenses, the revocation periods may
run consecutively. In the case of pleas of guilty, convictions or findings of guilt involving taking big game animals during
closed season or exceeding the daily bag or possession limit of big game, the magistrate hearing the case shall revoke the
hunting, fishing or trapping privileges of any person convicted or found guilty of those offenses for a period of not less
than one (1) year for each big game animal illegally taken or possessed by the person convicted or found guilty.

It shall be a misdemeanor for any person to hunt, fish, or trap or purchase a license to do so during the period of time
for which such privilege is revoked.
For the purpose of this title, the term "conviction" shall mean either a withheld judgment or a final conviction.
(e t) Flagrant Violations. In addition to any other penalties assessed by the court, the magistrate hearing the case shall
forthwith revoke the hunting, fishing or trapping privileges, for a period of not less than one (1) year and may revoke
the privileges for a period up to and including the person's lifetime, for any person who enters a plea of guilty, who is
found guilty, or who is convicted of any of the following flagrant violations:
1. Taking a big game animal after sunset by spotlighting, with use of artificial light, or with a night vision enhancement
device.
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2. Unlawfully taking two (2) or more big game animals within a twelve (12) month period.
3. Taking a big game animal with a rimfire or centerfire cartridge firearm during an archery or muzzleloader only hunt.
4. Hunting, fishing, trapping or purchasing a license when license privileges have been revoked pursuant to this section
or section 36-1501, Idaho Code.
5. Taking any big game animal during a closed season.
6. Any felony violation provided in section 36-1401, Idaho Code.
(f g) For purposes of the wildlife violator compact, section 36-2301, Idaho Code, et seq., the department shall:

1. Suspend a violator's license for failure to comply with the terms of a citation from a party state. A copy of a report
of failure to comply from the licensing authority of the issuing state shall be conclusive evidence.
2. Revoke a violator's license for a conviction in a party state. A report of conviction from the licensing authority of
the issuing state shall be conclusive evidence.
(g h) Disposition of Fines and Forfeitures. Distribution of fines and forfeitures remitted shall be in accordance with
section 19-4705, Idaho Code.

SECTION 3. That Section 36-1404, Idaho Code, be, and the same is hereby amended to read as follows:
<< ID ST§ 36-1404 >>
§ 36-1404. Unlawful killing, possession or waste of wild animals, birds and fish-Reimbursable damages-Schedule-Assessment by magistrates-Installment payments-Default judgments-Disposition of moneys
(a) In addition to the penalties provided for violating any of the provisions of title 36, Idaho Code, any person who pleads
guilty, is found guilty of or is convicted of the illegal killing or the illegal possession or illegal waste of game animals or
birds or fish shall reimburse the state for each animal so killed or possessed or wasted as follows:

1. Elk, seven hundred fifty dollars ($750) per animal killed, possessed or wasted.
2. Caribou, bighorn sheep, mountain goat and moose, one thousand five hundred dollars ($1,500) per animal killed,
possessed or wasted.
3. Any other species of big game, four hundred dollars ($400) per animal killed, possessed or wasted.
4. Wild turkey and swan, two hundred fifty dollars ($250) per bird killed, possessed or wasted.
5. Sturgeon, chinook salmon, and wild steelhead, two hundred fifty dollars ($250) per fish killed, possessed or wasted.
6. Bull trout, one hundred fifty dollars ($150) per fish killed, possessed or wasted.
7. Any other game bird, game fish or forbearer, fifty dollars ($50.00) per animal killed, possessed or wasted.
Provided further, that any person who pleads guilty, is found guilty of, or is convicted of a flagrant violation, in
accordance with section 36-1402(e t), Idaho Code, involving the illegal killing, illegal possession or illegal waste of a
trophy big game animal as defined in section 36-202(h), Idaho Code, shall reimburse the state for each animal so killed,
possessed or wasted, as follows:
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1. Trophy mule deer: two thousand dollars ($2,000) per animal killed, possessed or wasted;
2. Trophy white-tailed deer: two thousand dollars ($2,000) per animal killed, possessed or wasted;
3. Trophy elk: five thousand dollars ($5,000) per animal killed, possessed or wasted;
4. Trophy bighorn sheep: ten thousand dollars ($10,000) per animal killed, possessed or wasted;
5. Trophy moose: ten thousand dollars ($10,000) per animal killed, possessed or wasted;
6. Trophy mountain goat: ten thousand dollars ($10,000) per animal killed, possessed or wasted;
7. Trophy pronghorn antelope: two thousand dollars ($2,000) per animal killed, possessed or wasted;
8. Trophy caribou: ten thousand dollars ($10,000) per animal killed, possessed or wasted.
For each additional animal of the same category killed, possessed or wasted during any twelve (12) month period, the
amount to be reimbursed shall double from the amount for each animal previously illegally killed, possessed or wasted.
For example, the reimbursable damages for three (3) elk illegally killed during a twelve (12) month period would be five
thousand two hundred fifty dollars ($5,250), calculated as follows: seven hundred fifty dollars ($750) for the first elk;
one thousand five hundred dollars ($1,500) for the second elk; and three thousand dollars ($3,000) for the third elk. In
the case of three (3) trophy elk illegally killed in a twelve (12) month period, the reimbursable damages would be thirtyfive thousand dollars ($35,000) calculated as follows: five thousand dollars ($5,000) for the first elk, ten thousand dollars
($10,000) for the second elk, and twenty thousand dollars ($20,000) for the third elk. Provided however, that wildlife
possessing a fifty dollar ($50.00) reimbursement value shall be figured at the same rate per each animal in violation,
without compounding.
(b) In every case of a plea of guilty, a finding of guilt or a conviction of unlawfully releasing any fish species into any public
body of water in the state, the court before whom the plea of guilty, finding of guilt, or conviction is obtained shall enter
judgment ordering the defendant to reimburse the state for the cost of the expenses, not to exceed ten thousand dollars
($10,000), incurred by the state to correct the damage caused by the unlawful release. For purposes of this subsection,
"unlawfully releasing any fish species" shall mean a release of any species of live fish, or live eggs thereof, in the state
without the permission of the director of the department of fish and game; provided, that no permission is required when
fish are being freed from a hook and released at the same time and place where caught or when crayfish are being released
from a trap at the same time and place where caught.
(c) In every case of a plea of guilty, a finding of guilt or a conviction, the court before whom such plea of guilty, finding
of guilt or conviction is obtained shall enter judgment ordering the defendant to reimburse the state in a sum or sums as
herein before set forth including postjudgment interest. If two (2) or more defendants are convicted of the illegal taking,
killing or the illegal possession or wasting of the game animal, bird or fish, such judgment shall be declared against them
jointly and severally.
(d) The judgment shall fix the manner and time of payment, and may permit the defendant to pay the judgment in
installments at such times and in such amounts as, in the opinion of the court, the defendant is able to pay. In no event
shall any defendant be allowed more than two (2) years from the date judgment is entered to pay the judgment.
(e) A defaulted judgment or any installment payment thereof may be collected by any means authorized for the
enforcement of a judgment under the provisions of the Idaho Code.
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(f) All courts ordering such judgments ofreimbursement shall order such payments to be made to the department, which
shall deposit them with the state treasurer, and the treasurer shall place them in the state fish and game account.

(g) The court shall retain jurisdiction over the case. If at any time the defendant is in arrears ninety (90) days or more,
the court may revoke the defendant's hunting, fishing or trapping privileges until the defendant completes payment of
the judgment.

SECTION 4. That Section 36--1101, Idaho Code, be, and the same is hereby amended to read as follows:
<< ID ST§ 36--1101 >>
§ 36-1101. Taking of wildlife unlawful except by statute or
commission rule or proclamation-Methods prohibited-Exceptions

(a) It is unlawful, except as may be otherwise provided by Idaho law, including this title or commission rules or
proclamations promulgated pursuant thereto, for any person to take any of the game animals, birds or fur bearing
forbearing animals of this state.
(b) Except as may be otherwise provided under this title or commission rules or proclamations promulgated pursuant
thereto, it is unlawful for any person to:
1. Hunt from Motorized Vehicles. Hunt any of the game animals or game birds of this state from or by the use of any
motorized vehicle except as provided by commission rule; provided however, that the commission shall promulgate
rules which shall allow a physically disabled person to apply for a special permit which would allow the person to hunt
from a motorized vehicle which is not in motion. A physically disabled person means a person who has lost the use
of one (1) or both lower extremities or both hands, or is unable to walk two hundred (200) feet or more unassisted
by another person, or is unable to walk two hundred (200) feet or more without the aid of a walker, cane, crutches,
braces, prosthetic device or a wheelchair, or is unable to walk two hundred (200) feet or more without great difficulty
or discomfort due to one (1) or more of the following impairments: neurological, orthopedic, respiratory, cardiac,
arthritic disorder, blindness, or the loss of function or absence of a limb.

The commission shall specify the form of application for and design of the special permit which shall allow a physically
disabled person to hunt from a motorized vehicle which is not in motion. No fee shall be charged for the issuance of
the special permit and the issuance of a special permit shall not exempt a person from otherwise properly purchasing or
obtaining other necessary licenses, permits and tags in accordance with this title and rules promulgated pursuant thereto.
The special permit shall not be transferable and may only be used by the person to whom it is issued. A person who has
been issued a special permit which allows a physically disabled person to hunt from a motorized vehicle not in motion
shall have that permit prominently displayed on any vehicle the person is utilizing to hunt from and the person shall
produce, on demand, the permit and other identification when so requested by a conservation officer of the department
offish and game. A person possessing a special permit shall not discharge any firearm from or across a public highway.
In addition to other penalties, any unauthorized use of the special permit shall be grounds for revocation of the permit.
2. Molest with Motorized Vehicles. Use any motorized vehicle to molest, stir up, rally or drive in any manner any of
the game animals or game birds of this state.
3. Communicate from Aircraft. Make use of aircraft in any manner to spot or locate game animals, game birds or fur..
bearing forbearing animals of this state from the air and communicate the location or approximate location thereof
by any signals whatsoever, whether radio, visual or otherwise, to any person then on the ground.
4. Hunt from Helicopter. Make use of any helicopter in any manner in the taking of game or loading, transporting,
or unloading hunters, game or hunting gear in any manner except when such use is at recognized airports or airplane
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landing fields, or at heliports which have been previously established on private land or which have been established
by a department or agency of the federal, state or local government or when said use is in the course of emergency
or search and rescue operations. Provided however, that nothing in this chapter shall limit or prohibit the lawful
control of wolves or predatory or unprotected animals through the use of helicopters when such measures are deemed
necessary by federal or state agencies in accordance with existing laws or management plans.
5. Hunt with Aid of Aircraft. Make use of any aircraft to locate any big game animal for the purpose of hunting those
animals during the same calendar day those animals were located from the air. Provided however, that nothing in
this chapter shall limit or prohibit the lawful control of wolves or predatory or unprotected wildlife through the use
of aircraft when such measures are deemed necessary by federal or state agencies in accordance with existing laws or
management plans.
6. Artificial Light. Hunt any animal or bird except raccoon by the aid of a spotlight, flashlight or artificial light of
any kind. The act of casting or throwing, after sunset, the beam or rays of any spotlight, headlight or other artificial
light capable of utilizing six (6) volts or more of electrical power upon any field, forest or other place by any person
while having in his possession or under his control any uncased firearm or contrivance capable of killing any animal
or bird, shall be prima facie evidence of hunting with an artificial light. Provided nothing in this subsection shall apply
where the headlights of a motor vehicle, operated and proceeding in a normal manner on any highway or roadway,
cast a light upon animals or birds on or adjacent to such highway or roadway and there is no intent or attempt to
locate such animals or birds. Provided further, nothing in this subsection shall prevent the hunting of unprotected
or predatory wildlife with the aid of artificial light when such hunting is for the purpose of protecting property or
livestock, is done by landowners or persons authorized in writing by them to do so and is done on property they own,
lease or control; and provided further that the hunting and taking of unprotected or predatory wildlife with the aid
of artificial light on public lands is authorized after obtaining a permit to do so from the director. The director may,
for good cause, refuse to issue such permit.
Other provisions of this subsection notwithstanding, the commission may establish rules allowing the hunting of
raccoon with the aid of an artificial light.
7. Regulation of Dogs.
(A) No person shall make use of a dog for the purpose of pursuing, taking or killing any of the big game animals
of this state except as otherwise provided by rules of the commission.
(B) Any person who is the owner of, or in possession of, or who harbors any dog found running at large and
which is actively tracking, pursuing, harassing or attacking, or which injures or kills deer or any other big game
animal within this state shall be guilty as provided in section 36-140l(a) l .(F), Idaho Code. It shall be no defense
that such dog or dogs were pursuing said big game animals without the aid or direction of the owner, possessor,
or harborer.

(C) Any dog found running at large and which is actively tracking, pursuing, harassing, attacking or killing deer
or any other big game animal may be destroyed without criminal or civil liability by the director, or any peace
officer, or other persons authorized to enforce the Idaho fish and game laws.
8. Attempt to -t Take Simulated Wildlife.
(A) Attempt to take, by firearm or any other contrivance capable of killing an animal or bird, simulated wildlife
in violation of any of the provisions of this title or commission rules applicable to the taking of the wildlife
being simulated, when the simulated wildlife is being used by a conservation officer or other person authorized
to enforce Idaho fish and game laws or rules promulgated pursuant thereto. No person shall be found guilty of
violating either this subparagraph, or subparagraph (B) of this paragraph, provided that no other law or rule
has been violated.
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(B) Any person pleading guilty to, convicted of or found guilty for attempting to take simulated wildlife within
this state shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and shall be punished as provided in either subsection (b c) or (d e)
of section 36--1402, Idaho Code, and shall pay restitution in an amount of no less than fifty dollars ($50.00) for
the repair or replacement of the simulated wildlife.
9. Devices Accessed via Internet.
(A) No person shall shoot at or kill any bird or animal in Idaho, wild or domestic, including domestic cervidae
governed under the provisions of chapter 37, title 25, Idaho Code, with any gun or other device accessed and
controlled via an internet connection. Accessing, regulating access to, or regulating the control of a device capable
of being operated in violation of this paragraph shall be prima facie evidence of an offense under this paragraph.

(B) Any person pleading guilty to, convicted of or found guilty of a violation of this paragraph shall be guilty of
a misdemeanor and shall be punished as provided in section 36--1402, Idaho Code.

Approved March 25, 2015.
Effective: July 1, 2015.
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Ch.47
S.B. No. 1218
CODIFIER'S CORRECTIONS-TECHNICAL CORRECTIONS
AN ACT RELATING TO CODIFIER'S CORRECTIONS; AMENDING SECTION 19-853, IDAHO CODE,
TO MAKE A CODIFIER'S CORRECTION; AMENDING SECTION 19-860, IDAHO CODE, TO MAKE A
TECHNICAL CORRECTION; AMENDING SECTION 26-106, IDAHO CODE, TO MAKE A TECHNICAL
CORRECTION; AMENDING SECTION 26-3203, IDAHO CODE, TO PROVIDE A CORRECT CODE
REFERENCE; AMENDING SECTION 26-3205, IDAHO CODE, TO PROVIDE A CORRECT CODE
REFERENCE; AMENDING SECTIONS 30-2003 THROUGH 30-2009, IDAHO CODE, TO PROVIDE
CORRECT CODE REFERENCES; AMENDING SECTION 30-21- 804, IDAHO CODE, TO MAKE A
TECHNICAL CORRECTION; AMENDING SECTION 31- 709, IDAHO CODE, TO PROVIDE A CORRECT
CODE REFERENCE; AMENDING SECTION 33-1021, IDAHO CODE, AS ENACTED BY SECTION 1,
CHAPTER 310, LAWS OF 2011, TO REDESIGNATE THE SECTION; AMENDING SECTION 33-1630,
IDAHO CODE, AS ENACTED BY SECTION 2, CHAPTER 289, LAWS OF 2015, TO REDESIGNATE THE
SECTION; AMENDING SECTION 33-1630, IDAHO CODE, AS ENACTED BY SECTION 1, CHAPTER
68, LAWS OF 2015, TO REDESIGNATE THE SECTION; AMENDING SECTION 34-439A, IDAHO CODE,
TO MAKE CODIFIER'S CORRECTIONS; AMENDING SECTION 34-616, IDAHO CODE, TO MAKE A
CODIFIER'S CORRECTION; AMENDING SECTION 36-1402, IDAHO CODE, TO MAKE A CODIFIER'S
CORRECTION AND TO MAKE A TECHNICAL CORRECTION; AMENDING SECTION 47-319, IDAHO
CODE, TO MAKE CODIFIER'S CORRECTIONS AND TO MAKE TECHNICAL CORRECTIONS;
AMENDING SECTION 49-102, IDAHO CODE, TO MAKE A CODIFIER'S CORRECTION; AMENDING
SECTION 49--402, IDAHO CODE, TO MAKE A CODIFIER'S CORRECTION; AMENDING SECTION 49420N, IDAHO CODE, AS ENACTED BY SECTION 2, CHAPTER 8, LAWS OF 2015, TO REDESIGNATE
THE SECTION; AMENDING THE HEADING FOR CHAPTER 56, TITLE 54, IDAHO CODE, AS ENACTED
BY SECTION 1, CHAPTER 121, LAWS OF 2015, TO REDESIGNATE THE CHAPTER; AMENDING
SECTIONS 54-5601 THROUGH 54-5606, IDAHO CODE, AS ENACTED BY SECTION 1, CHAPTER 121,
LAWS OF 2015, TO REDESIGNATE THE SECTIONS; AMENDING SECTION 54-5607, IDAHO CODE,
AS ENACTED BY SECTION 1, CHAPTER 121, LAWS OF 2015, TO REDESIGNATE THE SECTION AND
TO PROVIDE A CORRECT CODE REFERENCE; AMENDING SECTIONS 54-5608 THROUGH 545613, IDAHO CODE, AS ENACTED BY SECTION 1, CHAPTER 121, LAWS OF 2015, TO REDESIGNATE
THE SECTIONS; AMENDING SECTION 59-1604, IDAHO CODE, TO PROVIDE A CORRECT CODE
REFERENCE; AMENDING SECTION 61-1702, IDAHO CODE, TO MAKE A TECHNICAL CORRECTION;
AMENDING SECTION 67- 2345A, IDAHO CODE, AS ENACTED BY SECTION 2, CHAPTER 271,
LAWS OF 2015, TO REDESIGNATE THE SECTION, TO PROVIDE A CORRECT CODE REFERENCE
AND TO MAKE A TECHNICAL CORRECTION; AMENDING SECTION 67-2601A, IDAHO CODE,
TO PROVIDE A CORRECT CODE REFERENCE; AMENDING SECTION 67--4740, IDAHO CODE,
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SECTION 20. That Section 36--1402, Idaho Code, be, and the same is hereby amended to read as follows:

<< ID ST§ 36--1402 >>
§ 36-1402. Penalty-Infraction-Misdeme anor-Felony-Revocation of license-Disposition of moneys
(a) Infraction Penalty. Except as provided for in subsection (b) of this section, any person who pleads guilty to or is
found guilty of an infraction of this code, or rules or proclamations promulgated pursuant thereto, shall be subject to
a fine of seventy-two dollars ($72.00).

(b) A violation of section 36--140l(a)l.(K) through (L) or (a)2.(S) through (¥ X), Idaho Code, shall constitute an
infraction subject to a fine of two hundred fifty dollars ($250).
(c) Misdemeanor Penalty. Any person entering a plea of guilty for, found guilty of or convicted of a misdemeanor under
the provisions of this title or rules or proclamations promulgated pursuant thereto shall, except in cases where a higher
penalty is prescribed, be fined in a sum of not less than twenty-five dollars ($25.00) nor more than one thousand dollars
($1,000) and/or by commitment to jail for not more than six (6) months. The minimum fine, per animal, fish or bird, for
the illegal taking, illegal possession or the illegal waste of the following animals, fish or birds shall be as indicated below:

Animal, Fish or Bird

Minimum Fine

Bighorn sheep, mountain goat and moose

$500

Elk

$300

Any other big game animal

$200

Wild turkey, swan and sturgeon

$200

Chinook salmon, wild steelhead and bull trout

$100

Any other game bird, game fish or forbearer

$

25

(d) Felony Penalty. Any person entering a plea of guilty for, found guilty of or convicted of a felony under the provisions
of this title shall be punished in accordance with section 18-112, Idaho Code. Provided further, that the judge hearing
the case shall forthwith revoke for life, the hunting, fishing or trapping license and privileges of any person who, within
a five (5) year period, pleads guilty to, is found guilty of or is convicted of three (3) or more felony violations of the
provisions of this title.
(e) License Revocation. Any person entering a plea of guilty or being found guilty or convicted of violating any of the
provisions of this title, or who otherwise fails to comply with the requirements of a citation in connection with any such
offense, may, in addition to any other penalty assessed by the court, have his hunting, fishing, or trapping privileges
revoked for such period of time as may be determined by the court not to exceed three (3) years, except that violations
classified as felonies under section 36--1401, Idaho Code, or as flagrant violations as defined in subsection (f) of this
section, shall authorize the court to impose license revocations for periods of time up to and including life, with said
period beginning on the date of conviction, finding of guilt or the entry of the plea of guilty. Provided further, that the
magistrate hearing the case shall forthwith revoke the hunting, fishing, or trapping privileges for a period of not less
than one (1) year for any of the following offenses:
1. Taking or possessing upland game birds, migratory waterfowl, salmon, steelhead, sturgeon, or any big game animal
during closed season.
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2. Exceeding the daily bag or possession limit of upland game birds, migratory waterfowl or big game animals.
3. Taking any fish by unlawful methods as set forth in section 36---902(a) or (c), Idaho Code.
4. Unlawfully purchasing, possessing or using any license, tag or permit as set forth in section 36---405(c), Idaho Code.
5. Trespassing in violation of warning signs or failing to depart the real property of another after notification as set
forth in section 36---1603, Idaho Code.
6. The unlawful release of any species of live fish into any public body of water in the state. For purposes of this
paragraph, an "unlawful release of any species of live fish" shall mean a release of any species of live fish, or live
eggs thereof, in the state without the permission of the director of the department of fish and game; provided, that no
permission is required when fish are being freed from a hook and released at the same time and place where caught or
when crayfish are being released from a trap at the same time and place where caught.
Provided further, that the magistrate hearing the case of a first-time hunting violation offender under the age of twentyone (21) years may require that the offender attend a remedial hunter education course at the offender's expense. Upon
successful completion of the course, the remainder of the revocation period shall be subject to a withheld judgment so
long as the offender is not convicted of any additional hunting violations during the period. The cost of the course shall
be seventy-five dollars ($75.00) to be paid to the department. The commission shall establish by rule the curriculum of
the hunter education remedial course.
The revocation shall consist of cancellation of an existing license for the required length of time and/or denial of the
privilege of purchasing an applicable license for the length of time required to meet the revocation period decreed. In the
case of persons pleading guilty, convicted or found guilty of committing multiple offenses, the revocation periods may
run consecutively. In the case of pleas of guilty, convictions or findings of guilt involving taking big game animals during
closed season or exceeding the daily bag or possession limit of big game, the magistrate hearing the case shall revoke the
hunting, fishing or trapping privileges of any person convicted or found guilty of those offenses for a period of not less
than one (1) year for each big game animal illegally taken or possessed by the person convicted or found guilty.

It shall be a misdemeanor for any person to hunt, fish, or trap or purchase a license to do so during the period of time
for which such privilege is revoked.
For the purpose of this title, the term "conviction" shall mean either a withheld judgment or a final conviction.
(f) Flagrant Violations. In addition to any other penalties assessed by the court, the magistrate hearing the case shall
forthwith revoke the hunting, fishing or trapping privileges, for a period of not less than one (1) year and may revoke
the privileges for a period up to and including the person's lifetime, for any person who enters a plea of guilty, who is
found guilty, or who is convicted of any of the following flagrant violations:
1. Taking a big game animal after sunset by spotlighting, with use of artificial light, or with a night vision enhancement
device.
2. Unlawfully taking two (2) or more big game animals within a twelve (12) month period.
3. Taking a big game animal with a rimfire or centerfire cartridge firearm during an archery or muzzleloader only hunt.
4. Hunting, fishing, trapping or purchasing a license when license privileges have been revoked pursuant to this section
or section 36-1501, Idaho Code.
5. Taking any big game animal during a closed season.
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6. Any felony violation provided in section 36-1401, Idaho Code.
(g) For purposes of the wildlife violator compact, section 36-2301, Idaho Code, et seq., the department shall:
l. Suspend a violator's license for failure to comply with the tenns of a citation from a party state. A copy of a report
of failure to comply from the licensing authority of the issuing state shall be conclusive evidence.
2. Revoke a violator's license for a conviction in a party state. A report of conviction from the licensing authority of
the issuing state shall be conclusive evidence.
(h) Disposition of Fines and Forfeitures. Distribution of fines and forfeitures remitted shall be in accordance with section
19--4705, Idaho Code.

SECTION 21. That Section 47-319, Idaho Code, be, and the same is hereby amended to read as follows:
<< ID ST§47-319 >>
§ 47-319 Land subject to act-Authority of commission
(l) This act shall apply to all lands located in the state, however owned, including any lands owned or administered by any
government or any agency or political subdivision thereof, over which the state under its police power, has jurisdiction.

(2) The commission is authorized and it is its duty to regulate the exploration for and production of oil and gas, prevent
waste of oil and gas and to protect correlative rights, and otherwise to administer and enforce this act. It has jurisdiction
over all persons and property necessary for such purposes. In the event of a conflict, the duty to prevent waste is
paramount.
(3) The commission is authorized to make such investigations as it deems proper to determine whether action by the
commission in discharging its duties is necessary.
(4) The commission is authorized to appoint, as necessary, committees for the purpose of advising the commission on
matters relating to oil and gas.
(5) Without limiting its general authority, the commission shall have the specific authority to require:
(a) Identification of ownership of oil or gas wells, producing leases, tanks, plants, structures, and facilities for the
transportation or refining of oil and gas;
(b) The taking and preservation of samples and the making and filing with the commission of true and correct copies
of well logs and directional surveys both in form and content as prescribed by the commission; provided however,
that logs of exploratory or wildcat wells marked confidential shall be subject to disclosure according to chapter l, title
74, Idaho Code, and shall be kept confidential by the commission for a period of one (1) year from the date of filing
the log with the commission. And provided that the commission may use any well logs and directional surveys in any
action to enforce the provisions of this chapter or any order or rule adopted hereunder. And provided further, that
after four (4) months from the effective date of this act, the commission may require the owner of a well theretofore
drilled for oil or gas to file within four (4) months of such order a true and correct copy of the log or logs of such well;
(c) The drilling, casing, operation and plugging of wells in such manner as to prevent: (i) the escape of oil or gas out
of one (1) pool into another; (ii) the detrimental intrusion of water into an oil or gas pool that is avoidable by efficient
operations; (iii) the pollution of fresh water supplies by oil, gas, or salt water saltwater; (iv) blow-outs, cavings,
seepages, and fires; and (v) waste as hereinabove defined;
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2006 Idaho Laws Ch. 288 (S.B. 1386)
IDAHO 2006 SESSION LAWS
SECOND REGULAR SESSION OF THE 59TH LEGISLATURE
Additions are indicated by Text; deletions by
'.fext . Changes in tables are made but not highlighted.

Vetoed provisions within tabular material are not displayed.
Ch. 288
S.B. No. 1386
FISH AND GAME-STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS

AN ACT RELATING TO STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS FOR FISH AND GAME VIOLATION; AMENDING
SECTION 36--1406, IDAHO CODE, TO PROVIDE THAT A PROSECUTION FOR MISDEMEANORS UNDER
THE PROVISIONS OF THE FISH AND GAME CODE MUST BE COMMENCED BY THE ISSUANCE OF
A CITATION OR FILING OF A COMPLAINT WITHIN FIVE YEARS AFTER ITS COMMISSION FOR
UNLAWFULLY TAKING OR POSSESSING ANY BIG GAME ANIMAL, CARIBOU OR GRIZZLY BEAR
OR FOR UNLAWFULLY PURCHASING, POSSESSING OR USING ANY LICENSE, TAG OR PERMIT BY
ANY PERSON WHO DOES NOT RESIDE IN THE STATE OF IDAHO AT THE TIME OF PURCHASE.
Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Idaho:
SECTION I. That Section 36--1406, Idaho Code, be, and the same is hereby amended to read as follows:

<< ID ST§ 36--1406 >>
§ 36--1406. Statute of limitation for misdemeanors
(1) Notwithstanding any other provision oflaw, a prosecution for misdemeanors under the provisions of this title must
be commenced by the issuance of a citation or filing of a complaint within two (2) years after its commission for any

efthefel-1-ewi-ng-off-e-n~
Ea}-Bttlawf1tH~o essing-any-big-game-a-n-i-ntal;-ea-ribott,Ot"-grittl·y-bea-r:tb}-'.f the unlawful sale or purchase of wildlife as set forth in section 36--501, Idaho Code.
{e-~ttrehastng,-posse ssing Or-tlffllg-any-ttecnse, tag or permit by-any-persen-who does nol-resitl:e-ittthe
shtte-of Edaho at t-he time of pttrehttS~
(2) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, a prosecution for misdemeanors under the provisions of this title must
be commenced by the issuance of a citation or filing of a complaint within five (5) years after its commission: (a) for
unlawfully taking or possessing any big game animal, caribou or grizzly bear; or (b) for unlawfully purchasing, possessing
or using any license, tag or permit by any person who does not reside in the state of Idaho at the time of purchase.
(3) The prosecution for all other misdemeanors under this title must be commenced as provided in section 19----403,
Idaho Code.
Approved on the 31st day of March, 2006.
Effective: July 1, 2006.
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Statement of Purpose
RS15673
This legislation amends Title 36 of Idaho Code to extend the statute of limitations from two to five years for Fish
and Game violations involving the unlawful purchase, possession or use of any resident license, tag or permit by a non
resident.
Fiscal Impact
There is minimal to no impact to the general fund .
Contact
Name: Sen. David Langhorst 332 1348
ID LEGIS 288 (2006)
End of Document
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